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Multiple input multiple output (MIMO), which uses multiple antennas

at both the transmitters and the receivers, is an emerging technology that

greatly improve the data rate of wireless systems. This dissertation focuses on

the downlink of a cellular system, where a base station transmits data to mul-

tiple users. It proposes design solutions on how to combat the impairments in

the system and improve the data rate or error rate performance with multiple

antennas at the base station and/or the users.

In the downlink, the scheduling decisions, which determine how to

transmit data from the base station to the users, usually depend on users’

channel conditions, e.g., the gains or the coefficients of the channels. Reducing

the system resource, e.g., transmission time or radio frequency band, used for

feeding back the channel information from the downlink MIMO users, which

works with scheduling algorithms and different MIMO transmitter and receiver
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configurations, has been recently recognized as an important design issue. The

first part of this dissertation proposes a scheduling and feedback strategy that

exploits multiuser diversity with significant reduction of the amount of resource

for feedback of channel information.

The second contribution of this dissertation studies the problem of in-

terference suppression. Combatting interference from adjacent base stations

that use the same radio frequency band (cochannel interference) requires signal

processing techniques at the transmitters and/or the receivers. In particular,

in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, dealing with

cochannel interference that is not synchronized in carrier frequency and prop-

agation time poses challenges to the receiver design. This dissertation studies

the design problem for suppressing the asynchronous cochannel interference at

an OFDM receiver.

In the third part of this dissertation, a technique for improving coverage

for the downlink users under heavy signal attenuation is investigated. The

basic idea is to use relays that are deployed at fixed locations in the downlink

to receive and forward signals from the base station to mobile users. This

dissertation studies the design of different signal processing components for

the system where both the base station and the relay have multiple antennas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces MIMO communications, discusses using multi-

ple antennas for the downlink of cellular systems, and outlines main contribu-

tions of this dissertation. In Section 1.1, a brief introduction of the background

on MIMO communications is presented. Then Section 1.2 summarizes the

prior research on different MIMO communication scenarios. Section 1.3 intro-

duces several issues that may challenge the system deployment and throughput

performance of the multiple antenna downlink. These challenges include feed-

back reduction, interference suppression and relay-aided broadcast that will

be addressed in details in Section 1.3.The main scope of this dissertation is on

solutions to overcome these challenges. Main results are outlined in Section

1.4. Finally, notation used in this dissertation is described in Section 1.5.

1.1 Background on MIMO Communications

Wireless communication has developed rapidly worldwide over the past

two decades. Demands on data service and multimedia communications over

wireless media has driven wireless technology to support higher and higher

data rates. For cellular systems, where mobile users communicate with the

1



centralized controllers of each local cell (the base station), migration from

second generation wireless technology that mainly supports low data rate voice

communications, to third and fourth generation broadband communications

that promise high speed services such as high rate data transfer and digital

video broadcasting, has been taking place worldwide.

High data rate communications most aggressively exploit the radio fre-

quency resource. For many wireless systems, the radio frequency band is

specified before deployment and it has a limited capacity or bandwidth. Im-

proving the spectral efficiency, which defines the number of bits per second

that can be transmitted per unit bandwidth, becomes more and more impor-

tant. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO), which uses multiple antennas

at the transmitters and receivers, has been well recognized as a promising ap-

proach to improve the spectral efficiency [1–5]. By sophisticated antenna array

configuration and advanced array signal processing, utilization of spatial de-

grees of freedom becomes possible in multiple antenna systems. By sufficiently

spacing the antenna elements, the signals traversed between any transmit and

receive antenna pair become distinct from each other. Advanced array signal

processing at both the transmitters and the receivers is able to exploit advan-

tages such as higher system capacity, more reliable communication and spatial

suppression of interfering transmissions.

Utilizing MIMO technology for a variety of wireless communication sys-

tems has received significant interest. For several communication standards of

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), MIMO technol-

2



ogy has been incorporated into the draft standards or under active discussion.

The IEEE 802.16 standards for fixed wireless broadband communications in

cellular networks specifies different MIMO design options to improve the spec-

tral efficiency of the system [6]. MIMO is also under formal development

process in The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) that works on

standardization of the third generation cellular networks [7]. For wireless local

area networks (WLAN), significant standardization efforts for MIMO technol-

ogy have also been developed. The IEEE 802.11n [8] study group is currently

working on standardizing a high throughput WLAN that uses MIMO technol-

ogy.

1.2 Research on MIMO Channels

Different wireless communication scenarios are usually abstracted by

“channel” models used in the context of information theory. These models

include the point-to-point channel, where a source transmits data to a destina-

tion, the broadcast channel, where a source sends messages to multiple users,

the multiple access channel, where multiple sources sends messages to a des-

tination, the relay channel, where a source cooperates with a relay to send

data to a destination, and the interference channel, where sources transmit

messages to destinations and interfere with each other [9].

MIMO channels are the models used to abstract those communication

scenarios when multiple antennas are used at the network nodes. Any trans-

mission between a source with multiple transmit antennas and a destination

3



with multiple receive antennas in wireless local area networks can be viewed

as a point-to-point MIMO channel. Similarly, the cellular downlink with mul-

tiple antennas, where the base station transmits data to multiple users, is an

instance of the MIMO broadcast channel. The cellular uplink with multiple

antennas at both the base station and users, where multiple users send data to

the base station, can be modelled by a MIMO multiple access channel. In ad

hoc networks where nodes communicate with each other without centralized

coordination, relay transmissions and simultaneous interfering transmissions

often take place. If multiple antennas are also used on the nodes of the ad

hoc networks, the relay transmissions and the interfering transmissions can be

modelled using MIMO relay channels and MIMO interference channels respec-

tively.

Prior work on MIMO technology for different communication scenarios

has been seen for the point-to-point MIMO channel [2, 3, 10–13], the MIMO

multiple access channel [14], the MIMO broadcast channel [15–19], the MIMO

relay channel [20–22], and the MIMO interference channel [23]. In this disser-

tation, we study several MIMO channels in a cellular communication context,

including the MIMO broadcast channel, the MIMO interference channel and

the MIMO relay channel. A brief overview of the related MIMO channels is

presented in this subsection.

A main research focus in the past has been on the point-to-point MIMO

channel. Studies on information theoretic aspect of the point-to-point MIMO

channel reveal significant capacity improvement compared to the single input

4



single output channel [2]. Point-to-point MIMO transmission strategies such

as space-time coding [10, 11, 24], beamforming [25], spatial multiplexing [25]

and precoding [26, 27] have been investigated. The fundamental principles of

these strategies lie in achieving either more reliable communication or higher

data rate with MIMO technology. Details of these strategies are available in

the literature.

Research on the multiple antenna broadcast channel shows that sig-

nificant capacity improvement can be achieved by using multiple antennas in

the broadcast channel, i.e., placing multiple antennas at both the source and

the destinations [16, 18, 28]. Studies on design aspects of the MIMO broadcast

channel remain very active, aiming to bridging the gap between the results

from the theory and the practice [4]. Important issues include making de-

cisions of selecting one or multiple users for data transmission (scheduling)

and determining the transmission for the selected users and the corresponding

reception strategies (transceiver design) at the user side. Techniques such as

multiuser antenna selection, beamforming with user selection and multiuser

precoding have been seen in [26, 29–35].

The MIMO interference channel, where sources send data to destina-

tions and cause interference between each other’s transmission, is another

active research area. Using multiple antennas at both the sources and the

destinations makes the system capable of dealing with interference with so-

phisticated array signal processing techniques at both the transmitters and

the receivers. The capacity of the MIMO interference channel remains un-

5



known, however, bounds on the channel capacity have been derived in [23].

MIMO relay channels are also under active investigation. The conven-

tional MIMO relay channel usually refers to a point to point MIMO transmis-

sion through a relay node with multiple antennas. The challenging problem

for this system is how to coordinate the source and the relay to deliver more

information to the destination. Results on rate bounds have been studied in

[20–22]. Signal processing methods for the MIMO relay channels have also

been investigated in [36–40]. The general concept of relay transmission can be

extended to scenarios where a single source sends data to multiple destinations

via relay nodes or multiple sources send data to multiple destinations via relay

nodes. These communication channels still need to be understood.

1.3 Motivation of this Dissertation

MIMO is an ideal technology for improving data rate in next generation

cellular networks. The downlink of a cellular network where data is transmit-

ted from the base station to multiple destinations is an important part of

the cellular system. Designing the downlink system with multiple antennas,

however, is a challenging task. This dissertation studies solutions for several

design challenges. Communication systems usually operate based on proto-

cols defined for different protocol layers [41]. The first aspect of the research

in this dissertation is oriented to the joint design of different protocol layers

(cross-layer) for the multiple antenna downlink. The second aspect is on how

to design sophisticated physical layer under interference or heavy signal atten-

6



uation for the downlink. Addressing these challenges for the MIMO downlink

is the main motivation of this dissertation.

A major question that concerns the design of the MIMO downlink is

how to exploit the benefits of MIMO in different protocol layers. A simple lay-

ering approach that designs each layer separately does not seem to effectively

exploit the advantages of MIMO in the downlink. This limitation is especially

recognized for the design of the medium access control (MAC) layer and the

physical (PHY) layer of the downlink. The former is mainly concerned with

controlling to accessing the wireless medium and the latter is mainly concerned

with physical signaling.

In the MIMO downlink, the user scheduling that is part of the MAC

functionality should take advantage of MIMO to serve one or multiple users at

the same time with certain MIMO transmission strategies [29]. Throughput

gain called multiuser diversity can be achieved by making the scheduling de-

cision based on users’ instantaneous channel state information [42][30]. User

scheduling interacts with the MIMO transmission strategy and the receiver

design. A joint design of all these components is a viable approach.

In addition, feedback of channel state information is another important

issue. Availability of MIMO channel information for mobile users at the base

station is critical for the overall system performance. However, the limited

resource of the uplink feedback channel may prohibit real-time feedback of

MIMO channel state information for a large number of downlink users [43].

The problem of reducing feedback for the downlink interacts with the schedul-
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ing problem and the transceiver design problem. This again emphasizes the

importance of a joint design approach to engineer the downlink system.

The challenge of cross-layer design for the MIMO downlink motivates

the study of a scheduling and feedback strategy with certain transceiver con-

figurations. This research aims to propose a framework to exploit the advan-

tages of MIMO with reduced feedback and simple scheduling algorithms. The

proposed framework is the first contribution for the MIMO downlink design

problem.

The second question for designing a MIMO downlink is how to deal

with the impairments of this wireless system. This includes the effects of

interference and heavy signal attenuation. The main focus is on how to design

the physical layer of the downlink. In cellular systems with multiple cells

configured in the network (multicell scenario), cochannel interference from

adjacent base stations that use the same frequency band has harmful effects

on the system performance. Users at cell edges or under significant shadowing

are exposed to heavy signal attenuation, therefore, these users are barely able

to decode data transmitted from the base station.

Combatting cochannel interference for the MIMO downlink requires

careful design of the transceivers for this system [44]. The downlink mul-

ticell scenarios resembles the interference channel in the information theory

context. Furthermore, non-perfect synchronization in time and carrier fre-

quency between the base station and the users magnifies the harmful effects

of cochannel interference [45][46]. This motivates the study of the transceiver

8



design problem to combat asynchronous cochannel interference. This study is

performed for a broadband system with orthogonal frequency division multi-

plexing (OFDM) that uses subcarriers in the frequency domain to transmit

information. Under the assumptions about interference and propagation chan-

nels, the receiver design problem is studied. The interference suppression tech-

nique called space-time equalization that uses filters at all receive antennas to

suppress the cochannel interference is used [45, 47, 48]. Design of the space-

time equalizers to suppress cochannel interference is investigated in Chapter

3.

In dealing with the heavy attenuation of signals in the downlink, relays

with multiple antennas that are deployed at fixed locations in the cellular

network can be used to help the signal transmission [49, 50]. Since data may

be distributed to multiple users from the base station, this relay system differs

from conventional point-to-point relay systems. Design of the transceivers of

this system at the physical layer is challenging since both the MIMO channel

between the base station and the relay and the broadcast channel between

the relay and the users need to be considered. The study for this problem

focuses on the transceiver design aspect and on understanding the performance

limits from an information theoretic perspective. This serves as the third

contribution of this dissertation, which deals with the relay-aided broadcast

system.

9



1.4 Outline of Contributions

This dissertation proposes solutions for the three problems of the multi-

ple antenna downlink including scheduling with reduced feedback, suppression

of cochannel interference, and relay-aided broadcast. These solutions aim to

improve the throughput or error rate performance of this system. The pro-

posed techniques could be used for the broadband cellular applications with

fixed wireless access (ex. IEEE 802.16) and mobile wireless access (ex. IEEE

802.20). The contributions are summarized as the following:

• A scheduling and feedback strategy to improve the data rate with re-

duced feedback for the multiple antenna downlink employing linear re-

ceivers

– Developing a feedback strategy that can significantly reduce the

data rate for feeding back users’ channel state information. This

feedback strategy can be controlled by several control parameters.

– Developing a scheduling algorithm that maps any transmit antenna

at the base station to a downlink user (per-antenna scheduling)

with the channel information obtained from the proposed feedback

strategy.

– Formulating and solving an optimization problem on how to select

the feedback control parameters under different assumptions about

the channel distribution information.
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• An OFDM receiver for the downlink users with multiple antennas that

can suppress the cochannel interference from adjacent base stations.

– Developing a signal model to include the effects of carrier frequency

offsets and propagation delays for this system under cochannel in-

terference.

– Deriving a condition for selecting the equalizer order and deriving a

criterion to consider error-rate performance in the equalizer design.

– Formulating and solving a space-time equalizer design problem when

perfect channel and synchronization parameters are available at the

receiver.

– Formulating and solving a frequency estimation problem and a

space-time equalizer design problem with known training sequences.

• Design of a MIMO fixed relay system with linear signal processing at the

relay that uses two-hop transmissions to help the downlink broadcast.

– Proposing a system architecture for the fixed relay system using

two-hop transmission from the base station to the users through

a fixed relay. The relay only applies linear signal processing to

forward the received signal to the users. Proposing a mathematical

model for this system.

– Deriving lower and upper bounds on achievable sum rates of this

system in the information theory context.
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– Proposing an algorithm that selects multiple users with good chan-

nel conditions from all the downlink users for the fixed relay system.

– Proposing a feasible encoding strategy for this system and develop-

ing algorithms to design the signal processing components of this

system.

1.5 Notation

The following notation is used throughout the dissertation. Matrices

or vectors are denoted by bold-face letters, e.g., A or a. The scalars are

denoted by plain letters. The superscript T and ∗ denote the transpose and

conjugate operations, respectively, and superscript H stands for conjugate

transpose. The matrix trace operator is denoted by tr(·) and matrix inversion

is expressed as (·)−1.
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Chapter 2

Feedback Reduction in the MIMO Downlink

with Linear Receivers

This chapter presents a framework for scheduling with reduced feedback

for the multiple antenna downlink. A system that employs spatial multiplex-

ing at the base station and linear receivers at the mobile users of the MIMO

downlink is first presented. Reducing feedback has become an important issue

for deploying multiuser diversity based scheduling. To resolve this problem, a

novel feedback strategy that reduces the feedback of channel information for

the scheduling framework in the MIMO downlink is proposed. The proposed

strategy employs contention based feedback that achieves high multiuser di-

versity gain and leads to significant feedback reduction. An optimization prob-

lem for selection of the feedback control parameters is formulated. Further,

iterative search algorithms are proposed to solve the optimization under two

different system operation scenarios. The proposed feedback and scheduling

framework serves as the main technical contribution of this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, background on

c©2006 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Taiwen Tang, Robert W. Heath, Jr.,
Sunghyun Cho and Sangboh Yun, “Opportunistic Feedback for Multiuser MIMO Systems
with Linear Receivers”, submitted to IEEE Transactions on Communications.
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feedback reduction in the MIMO downlink is discussed and our main con-

tributions are summarized. In Section 2.2, signal models for the downlink

data channel and the uplink feedback channel are presented. The protocol is

proposed in Section 2.3. In this section, the joint optimization problem for

selection of the feedback control parameters is formulated and solved. Section

2.4 presents simulation results of the proposed protocol in different simulation

scenarios.

2.1 Introduction

In the downlink of a cellular system, the base station transmits data to

mobile users. The base station schedules the service to different mobile users

based on the channel state information and the quality of service requirement

of the users. Feedback of channel quality information from the mobile users to

the base station is required for multiuser diversity [30]. This chapter concerns

the problem of feedback of MIMO channel state information for the multiple

antenna downlink.

2.1.1 Background on Feedback Reduction in the MIMO Downlink

Research on the MIMO Gaussian broadcast channel capacity has shown

that multiuser transmission with dirty paper coding (DPC) can achieve opti-

mum sum capacity under the assumption that complete MIMO channel state

information of each user is available to the base station [15–19]. The major is-

sue lies in that an optimal selection of a subset of users along with non-causal
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channel coding for these users is required. However, while the sum capac-

ity increases, the amount of feedback also increases with the number of users.

Further, the wireless channel is time-varying due to mobility of users and scat-

tering in the environment. Consequently frequent updates of the channel state

information are required. Given the high number of channel parameters, the

limited volume of the feedback channel seems likely to become a deterrent to

system deployment.

An attractive approach that simplifies transmit processing and reduces

feedback requirements was proposed in [29] and further studied in [51][52].

The idea is to use a variation of spatial multiplexing at the transmitter where

the transmitted streams are independently scheduled to different users. A

linear receiver is used at the receivers to provide low complexity detection.

An advantage of this approach is that it converts the MIMO broadcast chan-

nel into a set of parallel single input single output (SISO) channels, one for

each transmit stream. Scheduling decision consequently can be made by the

transmitter to the user with the best post-processing SNR for each stream.

This substantially reduces the number of channel parameters required at the

transmitter. A bonus is that this strategy has the same capacity scaling as

the optimal DPC capacity yet with finite rate feedback for each user [51].

Threshold-based quantization to reduce the amount of feedback gen-

erated by each user is one approach to lower the feedback requirements for

multiuser diversity [43, 53, 54]. The threshold is used to quantize users’ chan-

nels [53][54] or classify the users into different groups for scheduling [43]. Users
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report to the base station whether the channel quality is better than a thresh-

old value. In real systems, however, this approach does not necessarily lead

to substantial reduction of the amount of feedback. The reason is that the

overhead associated with packaging the quantized channel quality informa-

tion may be significant. This overhead may include physical layer (PHY) and

medium access control (MAC) headers such as training sequence, pilots and

MAC addresses, etc. Independent dedicated feedback channels for each user

are required to carry the feedback of the channel information and the associ-

ated overhead. The number of dedicated feedback channels increases linearly

with the number of users [43].

An alternative approach to reduce the feedback is to find the user with

the best channel quality from all users using a tree search algorithm. An

opportunistic splitting protocol based on this idea was proposed to find the

user with the best channel quality among uplink users in a SISO system [55].

It can be applied to the downlink in a similar way. This scheme, though,

requires handshakes between the base station and mobile users to split the

user set into smaller subsets. The iterative handshaking procedure increases

the scheduling latency, and may be vulnerable to link failure. The extension

to MIMO scheduling where multiple users are selected is not straightforward.

Contention based feedback, where all users contend for opportunities to

send feedback on a shared common medium, is another alternative to reduce

feedback load. Contention based feedback was mentioned in [43], however, no

contention-based feedback protocols were proposed. A novel contention based
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feedback protocol for SISO systems was proposed in [56] by the authors. In this

protocol, users contend for feedback of their channel quality information. A

channel quality threshold and a random access probability are used to jointly

control the contention. These parameters are jointly optimized to achieve

good throughput. This provides better performance than just controlling the

channel quality threshold. Contention based feedback for SISO downlink has

also been studied in [57]. This protocol statically splits users into groups and

associates each group with a contention minislot for feedback.

2.1.2 Main Contributions

This chapter proposes a novel framework of multiuser scheduling and

feedback in multiple input multiple output (MIMO) downlink that achieves

multiuser diversity with reduced feedback requirements. The base station

sends multiple independent data streams from the transmit antennas [29, 52,

58, 59]. On the mobile user side, multiple receive antennas are deployed and

linear zero-forcing receivers are used to separate the transmitted data streams

and decode the desired one. Under this framework, each transmit antenna at

the base station can be considered as an independent spatial channel [29]. The

base station independently selects a user for each spatial channel. We propose

a contention-based feedback protocol that assigns an independent contention

channel for each spatial channel to carry the feedback based on our work in

[56]. A channel quality threshold and a random access probability are used on

each spatial channel to control the feedback. When a user’s channel quality
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on one spatial channel is better than a threshold, the user sends a feedback

message to the base station with the random access probability.

The channel quality metric that is used in this chapter is the tail prob-

ability of cumulative distribution functions (CDF) [60]. Using this channel

quality metric enables the scheduler to deal with the heterogeneity of users

and achieves temporal fairness. As a further enhancement, MIMO capture is

proposed to support simultaneous feedback from multiple users on the same

channel. This improves the efficiency of the uplink feedback channel by ex-

ploiting the spatial degrees of freedom. This assumes mobile users have per-

fect knowledge of their channel distribution information. The base station,

however, may know or may not know the channel distribution of the users. It-

erative algorithms are proposed, aiming to find good selections of the feedback

parameters via offline or online optimization for both scenarios. The proposed

protocol can achieve high multiuser diversity gain for the MIMO downlink

despite a significant reduction of feedback. These performance advantages are

illustrated in simulations.

The proposed scheme supports simultaneous transmission of multiple

data streams to different users and combines multiuser scheduling with a feed-

back protocol that leads to significant feedback reduction. Previous work on

scheduling in MIMO downlink in [31, 58, 61–65] mostly concerns scheduling one

MIMO user at each scheduling instant and does not study the issue of feed-

back reduction. Multiuser MIMO scheduling is investigated in [19, 34, 66, 67].

In these works, multiple users are selected based on certain utility maximiza-
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tion rules or low complexity user selection algorithms with the assumption

that channel quality information of all users is available at the base station.

The issue of feedback reduction for large number of users has not been studied

in these papers.

2.2 System Model

In this section, a general per-antenna based scheduling framework is

first discussed. Then we focus on the narrowband MIMO channel model and

present the discrete-time signal models for the downlink data transmission

channel and the uplink multiple access feedback channel.

2.2.1 Overview of the Multiple Antenna Downlink with Linear Re-
ceivers

In the cellular system under consideration, multiple antennas are avail-

able at both the base station and the mobile users. The number of transmit

antennas at the base station is denoted by Mt and the number of antennas

at each receiver is denoted by Mr. For the downlink transmission, the base

station uses spatial multiplexing. It sends independent data streams to poten-

tially different users from each transmit antenna. Each transmit antenna can

be considered as an independent spatial channel. The receivers at the mobile

user side use linear receivers. This corresponds to linear filtering operations

at the receiver that aims to suppress interferences and separate the transmit-

ted data streams. This entire transceiver architecture decouples the multiple
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antenna downlink into parallel spatial channels. In terms of scheduling, the

base station maps each spatial channel to a mobile user according to the given

scheduling algorithms. As we motivated earlier, feedback reduction is an im-

portant issue for this system. Our key contribution in this chapter is a novel

proposal for the MIMO downlink scheduling with reduced feedback.

This system model presented in the later description follows the as-

sumption of a narrowband MIMO system without the presence of cochannel

interference for the purpose of simplicity and clarity. The main results, how-

ever, can be generalized to a variety of scenarios, such as broadband systems,

with or without cochannel interference and the downlink system with the pres-

ence of fixed relays. We will also comment on the possible extensions of our

framework in the later description.

2.2.2 Downlink Transmission Model

In this chapter, we consider a narrowband MIMO system and denote

the MIMO channel between the base station and the jth user by matrix Hj. For

broadband systems with OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing)

modulation, the channel in the frequency domain can be divided into adjacent

subchannels, multiuser diversity can be exploited on individual subchannels

[68]. These subchannels are analogous to narrowband channels. The frame-

work that will be proposed in this chapter, however, can be readily generalized

to OFDM systems.

We assume that the base station allocates equal power to each transmit
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antenna. Ideally, when the channel powers on all spatial channels are avail-

able to the base station, sophisticated power allocation such as water-filling

improves the throughput performance. This, however, adds complexity to the

algorithm and only leverages slight performance gain since multiuser diver-

sity is exploited on all spatial channels. In this chapter, we simply assume

equal power allocation for all transmit antennas to simplify the analysis. We

also make the assumption that the data queues of different users are infinitely

backlogged [69] and our analysis does not involve any queueing dynamics. This

assumption approximates systems that serve large data packets, e.g., data file

transfer or audio/video streaming. This also characterizes the throughput

region of any queue-dependent scheduling policies.

The channel is assumed to be block-wise time invariant for each frame

and to vary independently from frame to frame (block stationary). Here each

frame has approximately the duration of channel coherence time [41]. Research

on the length of block stationarity for MIMO channels has been reported in

[70]. Further, we assumption that the cumulative distribution functions of

users does not change for R frames, but may change every R frame. This

assumptions simplifies our analysis. When users are located in approximately

stationary environments, the quantity R can be a large number. To simplify

the notation, we focus on the first R frames and index the frames within every

R frames by l = 1, ..., R.

The MIMO signal model for the jth user has the following form

xj = Hjs + nj (2.1)
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where xj denotes the received signal at the jth user and s is the transmitted

signal from the base station. The noise term is denoted by nj, which is assumed

to follow an i.i.d complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance

σ2
n.

To decode the transmitted data streams, the mobile users employ a

linear receiver that uses a linear matrix multiplication of the received signal to

separate the transmitted data streams. We denote the operation matrix by Wj

of a size Mt×Mr. Only the desired data streams are decoded after the matrix

multiplication. Notice that in frequency selective channels, this separation

corresponds to equalization of the frequency selective MIMO channel in both

time and space. For simplicity, we do not address this space-time equalization

architecture in this chapter, but study it in the next chapter. There may be

one or multiple streams that are intended for each mobile user depending on

the scheduling decision.

In the scenario where Mr ≥Mt, the receiver has enough degrees of free

to null interference. Zero-forcing receiver may be used [29]. In this case, we

have Wj = (HH
j Hj)

−1HH
j . We primarily focus on this option in this chapter.

It simplifies the analysis. The signal after the zero-forcing operation can be

expressed as

yj = (HH
j Hj)

−1HH
j xj

= s + zj (2.2)

where zj = (HH
j Hj)

−1HH
j nj is the noise component after the zero-forcing
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operation. The noise term zj follows a complex Gaussian distribution with

zero mean and covariance matrix σ2
n(HH

j Hj)
−1. Zero-forcing receivers separate

the transmitted streams from the received signals, thus detection is performed

independently for each stream.

A more general approach for designing the receiver filter is to maximize

the signal to noise and interference ratio (SINR) for each desired transmit

stream [19]. This formulation does not impose restrictions on the number of

receive antennas. It can be also applied to the scenario with the presence of

cochannel interference. For simplicity, we do not address it in this chapter.

2.2.3 The Uplink MIMO Feedback Channel

To make the scheduling decision in the downlink, the base station needs

to obtain the channel quality information for each mobile user. This can

be achieved by sending back the channel matrix Hj via a uplink feedback

channel. With MIMO transmission, the amount of channel information grows

with the MIMO channel dimension. On the other hand, the uplink MIMO

multiple access channel can be used to carry feedback of users’ channel quality

information [71]. MIMO based feedback allows multiple users to send the

feedback simultaneously. This takes advantage of the MIMO multiple access

channel spectral efficiency.

In this chapter, we propose to use a contention channel in the uplink

to carry feedback from users. Users share a common feedback channel in

the uplink and contend to send back their channel quality. We assume that
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each user uses only one transmit antenna to send a feedback message that

contains its channel quality. Here capture of multiple feedback messages can

be leveraged at the base station assuming that the multiple antennas deployed

at the base station can also be used for reception.

Justification for the capture effect is the following. We make the as-

sumption that users are perfectly synchronized to the base station in time and

carrier frequency for the uplink transmission. This is a common assumption

in TDMA (time division multiplexing access) cellular systems. One approach

that supports MIMO capture is to assign distinct CDMA (code division mul-

tiplexing access) nonorthogonal spreading codes to different users [72]. When

multiple feedback messages are received at the base station, the base station

searches over the space of the codes to identify the ones that are used for

the feedback messages. Using distinct training sequences for different users is

another useful approach to enable MIMO capture [73][74]. This requires coor-

dination at the MAC layer to distribute training sequences to users. A third

approach that enables MIMO capture is using blind methods. Algorithms such

as constant modulus algorithm (CMA), known modulus algorithm (KMA) and

blind equalization have been proposed in literature [75, 76].

We also assume that the reception of the feedback messages is robust

to the uplink propagation impairment. This usually involves error coding

to protect the feedback messages from corruption. The maximum number

of feedback messages that can be simultaneously decoded is assumed to be

Mt. A user succeeds in a feedback attempt if there are no greater than Mt
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simultaneous feedbacks from different users. This abstracts the physical layer

of the uplink feedback channel. Investigation of the reception errors caused by

the uplink propagation impairments is a topic of future work.

2.3 Proposed Feedback Strategy

In this section, we describe the proposed feedback protocol. We formu-

late and solve an optimization problem to select the feedback control param-

eters.

2.3.1 Basic Feedback Protocol

We illustrate the proposed framing structure in Fig. 2.1. Users share

the uplink feedback channel and contend to send back their channel qual-

ity through random access minislots. To control the feedback load, i.e., the

amount of feedback information, two parameters are used: a channel quality

threshold and a contention probability. They are selected to achieve certain

performance guarantee and they are broadcast to all users at the beginning

of the frame. The broadcast message is followed by Mt contention channels

that are used for user selection for the Mt transmit antennas. Each contention

channel consists of K minislots in time.

We denote the channel quality threshold by ηm and contention prob-

ability by pm for m = 1, 2, ...,Mt. The system performs the same operation

in each contention channel. We elaborate the operation of the system in the

mth contention channel here. Within each minislot of any contention chan-
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Figure 2.1: Example of a framing structure for use with MIMO opportunistic
feedback.

nel, when a user finds that its channel quality is better than the threshold

ηm, it randomly sends a feedback message containing its ID information with

probability pm, otherwise, it does not contend for that spatial channel. The

feedback message includes the user ID information and the associated physi-

cal layer and medium access layer overheads. The base station monitors the

feedback packages in the minislots. If the base station decodes at least one

feedback messages, the base station randomly selects one user corresponding

to the decoded messages for data transmission. If the base station decodes no

users’ feedback messages, it randomly selects one user from the set of all users

for that spatial channel. Once the desired user is selected, the base station

polls this user to request its transmission rate of the spatial channel in the
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polling slot. This is required since only user ID information is fed back in the

contention stage. The base station also informs the antenna assignment to the

desired users in the polling stage.

2.3.2 Channel Quality of Users and Statistical Assumptions

One of the key issues in our system design is to properly choose the

random access probability pm and the channel quality threshold ηm after the

linear operation at the receivers. Our approach is to formulate an optimization

problem to maximize the sum throughput with respect to these parameters

subject to the temporal fairness constraint. Here temporal fairness implies all

users are served with equal probability. Notice that throughput is a specific

form of utility function. A more general formulation can be performed by

maximizing the sum utility under certain fairness constraints [69]. In this

chapter, we focus on using user’s throughput as the utility function and only

dealing with temporal fairness. This formulation yields clean solutions for the

parameter selection problem.

Let us denote the energy per symbol period for each antenna at the

base station by Es

Mt
, where Es is the total transmit energy per symbol period

at the transmitter. Thus the signal energy E‖s‖2 ≤ Es. The post-processing

SNR for the jth user at the mth spatial channel, which we denote by ξm,j, has

the following form [29]

ξm,j =
Es

Mtσ2
n[(HH

j Hj)−1]m,m

. (2.3)
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The cumulative distribution function can be derived as

Fξm,j
(x) =

∫ x

0

fξm,j
(s)ds (2.4)

where fξm,j
is the probability density function of ξm,j.

We stack the SNR’s of the mth spatial channel of all users as ξm =

[ξm,1, ..., ξm,N ]T . We denote the marginal probability density of the jth user

by fξj
(x). Assuming that users’ channels are mutually independent, the joint

density function can be written as

fξm
(x) =

N∏
j=1

fξm,j
(xj). (2.5)

We use the tail probability of the CDF of the signal to noise ratio (SNR)

after zero-forcing on the spatial channels for each user as the channel quality

metric. It is denoted by αm,j for the jth user at the mth spatial channel, where

0 ≤ αm,j ≤ 1. Thus the relation between the random variables ξm,j and αm,j

is

αm,j = 1− Fξm,j
(ξm,j). (2.6)

Notice that the random variable αm,j is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. This

channel quality metric has also been used in [60][57], where it has shown to

guarantee temporal fairness for heterogeneous users. It implies that users are

equally likely to be served. In our proposed scheme, temporal fairness can

also be achieved by using this channel quality metric. The reason is that

users’ channel quality αm,j’s on the mth spatial channel are independently

and identically distributed. In any frame, users’ channel qualities are equally
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likely to be above the channel quality threshold. Further when their channel

qualities are above a threshold, they are equally likely to succeed in feedback

contention. Finally, the selection at the base station is uniform among suc-

cessful candidates.

2.3.3 Analysis of the Average Sum Rate

In this subsection, we derive the average sum rate expression for the

proposed system. Here we focus on the first spatial channel without loss of

generality. The reason is that using zero-forcing receivers for spatial multi-

plexing decouples the MIMO channels into parallel spatial channels and the

analysis holds for all spatial channels in the same manner. The main result is

summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The average sum rate of the system on the first spatial channel

can be expressed as follows

C(p1, η1) =
N∑

j=1

Cj(p1, η1)

=
N∑

j=1

(C̄j(p1, η1) + Cj(p1, η1)) (2.7)

where Cj(p1, η1) is the average sum rate of the jth users. The quantity C̄j(p1, η1)

denotes the average sum rate that the system can achieve when the base sta-

tion selects user j and its channel quality is better than the threshold η1

C̄j(p1, η1) = R̄j

N∑
m=1

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
ηm−1

1 (1−η1)
N−m

{
1

m
+ (

1

N
− 1

m
)[1− Pc(m)]K

}
.

(2.8)
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We denote the integration of the rate of the jth user in the region where its

channel quality is below the threshold η1 by R̄j. Thus R̄j =
∫ η1

0
log2(1 +

F−1
ξ1,j

(1 − α))dα. The term Cj(p1, η1) denotes the average sum rate that the

system achieves when the base station selects user j and its channel quality is

worse than the threshold η1,

Cj(p1, η1) = Rj

N−1∑
m=0

(
N − 1

m

)
ηm

1 (1− η1)
N−m−1 1

N
[1− Pc(m)]K . (2.9)

We denote the integration of the rate of the jth user in the region where its

channel quality is above the threshold η1 by Rj, where Rj =
∫ 1

η1
log2(1 +

F−1
ξ1,j

(1−α))dα. The term Pc(m) denotes the probability that there is at least

one user out of the total m users, whose channel quality is better than the

threshold, successfully sends back its feedback message in one of the minislots.

Pc(m) =

min{Mt,m}∑
u=1

(
m
u

)
pu

1(1− p1)
m−u (2.10)

where m =
∑N

u=1 I{α1,u < η1} and I{·} denotes the indicator function.

Proof. See Appendix A.1.

Notice that to derive the closed-form expression of the average sum rate for

any pair of p1 and η1, information of the channel distribution, the number

of transmit antennas Mt, the number of active users N and the number of

feedback minislots K are needed. Depending on how the system is engineered,

the CDF’s of users may not be known at the base station. In the rest of this

section, we will design the system to perform an optimization of the average
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sum rate with respect to p1 and η1 in the settings where the CDF information

of all users is known or not known to the base station.

2.3.4 Optimization Based on Global CDF Information at the Base
Station

In the downlink, the CDF’s of the channels of mobile users can be

estimated at the user side. When the downlink and uplink channels are statis-

tically reciprocal, the base station may estimate the CDF’s of users’ channels

via the uplink reception. In this subsection, we assume that the global CDF

information for different users is available at the base station. We study an

algorithm of selecting the feedback parameters p1 and η1 with such informa-

tion.

The average sum rate of the system is a function of both p1 and η1

given the CDF’s of users and the quantities N , Mt and K. We propose to

solve the optimization problem to find a good choice of p1 and η1

minp1,η1 −C(p1, η1)

s.t. 0 ≤ p1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ η1 ≤ 1. (2.11)

Clearly, joint optimization of the parameters p1 and η1 offers higher average

sum capacity than optimizing only with respect to one variable p1 or η1 (for

example, optimizing η1 with p1 = 1).

In (2.11), the feasible set on (p1, η1) (denoted by F) is convex. The

cost function, however, is not convex. We do not have a closed form solution
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to this problem. The steepest descent algorithm with back-track line search

is used to iteratively approach a locally optimal solution [77]. Notice that the

cost function is continuous and bounded (since the receive SNR is bounded

in real systems) on a convex set. The derivatives of the cost function with

respect to variables p1 and η1 are expressed in the following

∂C

∂p1

=
N∑

j=1

∂Cj

∂p1

=
N∑

j=1

(
∂C̄j

∂p1

+
∂Cj

∂p1

)
(2.12)

∂C

∂η1

=
N∑

j=1

∂Cj

∂η1

=
N∑

j=1

(
∂C̄j

∂η1

+
∂Cj

∂η1

)
(2.13)

where
∂C̄j

∂p1
,

∂Cj

∂p1
,

∂C̄j

∂η1
,

∂Cj

∂η1
are calculated in Appendix A.2.

For each iteration, the algorithm computes

p
(k+1)
1 = p

(k)
1 + δk

∂C
∂p1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

, and

η
(k+1)
1 = η

(k)
1 + δk

∂C
∂η1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

. (2.14)

We use the standard back-tracking line search to select the step size δk [77].

We have two parameters ν and β, with 0 < ν < 0.5 and 0 < β < 1. The

algorithm is described as follows for each iteration.

Compute ∂C
∂p1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

and ∂C
∂η1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

Let δk = 1

Compute (p
(k+1)
1 , η

(k+1)
1 ) based on (2.14)
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While (p
(k+1)
1 , η

(k+1)
1 ) �∈ F or

−C(p
(k+1)
1 , η

(k+1)
1 ) > −C(p

(k)
1 , η

(k)
1 )− νδk

(∣∣∣ ∂C
∂η1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣ ∂C
∂p1
|
(p

(k)
1 ,η

(k)
1 )

∣∣∣2)
δk := βδk

Perform (2.14)

end

This algorithm guarantees that a locally optimal solution to the prob-

lem (2.11) can be found. The reason is that we guarantee that there is a

decrease of cost in each iteration according to the line search [78][77]. When

the base station has all the information about the channel quality distribution

fξj
(x), the derivatives can be evaluated in closed-form, and a good selection

of p1 and η1 can be determined for the first spatial channel. Then this pair of

parameters can be broadcast to the mobile users.

2.3.5 Online Optimization and Online Feedback Without Global
CDF Information

In the previous subsection, we studied the algorithm of selecting feed-

back control parameters p1 and η1 when the global CDF information of users

is available at the base station. When the reciprocity does not hold (for ex-

ample, different types of bandwidths or multiple access techniques are used

for the uplink or downlink), the base station may not be able to estimate the

CDF’s of users’ channels. In this case, the CDF’s of users are not available to

the base station. We propose an online feedback and optimization procedure

to determine the feedback control parameters: ηm and pm.
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For simplicity, we assume that the CDF’s are perfectly known at the

user side, but unknown to the base station. Note that we do not analyze

the effects of measurement accuracy. Monte Carlo sampling can be used to

obtain good estimates of various statistics of users, such as the CDF’s of users’

channels, R̄j’s and Rj’s [79]. For example, the CDF’s may be estimated using

histograms based on the collected samples. As the number of samples of

channel power collected at the base station increases, the estimates turn to be

more and more close to the quantities evaluated with the closed-form CDF.

From (2.12) and (2.13), we observe that to compute the derivatives,

the base station must obtain the derivatives of all users. The parameters

N , K, Mt, p1 and η1 can be broadcast to the mobile users at the beginning

of the frame. Thus mobile users may compute the derivatives
∂Cj

∂p1
and

∂Cj

∂η1

individually with their CDF’s.

The procedure of contention and user selection follows the description

in Section 2.3.1 for each frame. The protocol is modified slightly here: after

the user has been selected, it is required to send back not only its instantaneous

transmission rate, but also the derivatives
∂Cj

∂p1
and

∂Cj

∂η1
. These quantities can

be represented in high precision using long bit sequences. We neglect the

quantization issue here.

Based on our previous assumption on the variation of the CDF’s of

users in Section 2.2.2, we describe the algorithm for a block length of R frames.

Within the R frames, the base station collects the feedback information from

the users in every P frames. Notice that R can be much larger than P and
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for simplicity we assume that R = PU , where U is an integer number. By our

assumption, the channels of the users do not change within these P frames.

We denote the derivatives fed back in the ((l − 1)P + t)th frame by gp[t, l]

and gη[t, l] ( with respect to p1 and η1 respectively ), where l = 1, 2, ... and

t = 1, 2, ..., P . Then the base station may estimate the derivatives in (2.12)

and (2.13) using the following formula

g̃p[l] =
N

P

P∑
t=1

gp[t, l] (2.15)

g̃η[l] =
N

P

P∑
t=1

gη[t, l] (2.16)

where g̃p[l] is the estimate to the derivative ∂C
∂p1

in (2.12) and g̃η[l] is the

estimate to the derivative ∂C
∂η1

in (2.13). We state the following proposition

about the derivative estimates (2.15) and (2.16).

Proposition 2. The quantities g̃p[l] and g̃η[l] are unbiased estimates of (2.12)

and (2.13) respectively.

Proof. We denote the probability that the jth user is selected at the ((l−1)P +

t)th frame as Prj[t, l]. Since all users are equally likely to be selected based on

the basic protocol in Section 2.3.1, Prj[t, l] = 1
N

. Taking the expectation of

g̃p[l], we have the following

E(g̃p[l]) =
N

P

P∑
t=1

E(gp[t, l])

=
N

P

P∑
t=1

N∑
j=1

∂Cj

∂p1

Prj[t, l]. (2.17)
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Using the fact Prj[t, l] = 1
N

, we obtain that E(g̃p[l]) = ∂C
∂p1

. Similarly we can

show that E(g̃η[l]) = ∂C
∂η1

.

A stochastic gradient search algorithm is adopted to find optimal p1

and η1 for the problem (2.11). We use the search rule with variable step size

δl for the lth iteration. The quantities γ (0 < γ < 1) and β (0 < β < 1) are

parameters of the algorithm. The initial step size δ1 is set to be δ1 = γ. The

parameter To specifies the tolerance of the algorithm. For each iteration the

parameters can be updated via the following

p
(l+1)
1 = ΠF

(
p

(l)
1 + δlg̃

p[l]|
(p

(l)
1 ,η

(l)
1 )

)
η

(l+1)
1 = ΠF

(
η

(l)
1 + δlg̃

η[l]|
(p

(l)
1 ,η

(l)
1 )

)
(2.18)

where ΠF projects the point outside the feasible set F to the nearest point in

F. The algorithm is described as follows

While
∣∣∣g̃p[l]|

(p
(l)
1 ,η

(l)
1 )

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣g̃η[l]|

(p
(l)
1 ,η

(l)
1 )

∣∣∣2 > To and l ≤ U

Let δl = γ/l

Perform (2.18)

Let l := l + 1

end

The parameter U specifies the maximum number of iterations that

can be performed within the R frames. We should also emphasize that the

stepsize δl is re-initialized for every R frames. Since (2.12) and (2.16) are
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unbiased estimators for the derivatives, the algorithm is the Robbins-Monro

procedure to find the roots of the derivatives [80][81]. For the case that R =∞
(the CDF’s of users do not change over time), convergence of the algorithm is

guaranteed under the conditions that the set F is a closed and convex set and

the stepsize is chosen such that
∑∞

l=1 δl =∞ and
∑∞

l=1 δ2
l <∞.

The algorithm is intended to be performed online and enables to op-

timize the cost function with decentralized information. Only one user is

requested to send back its rate and the derivatives after it is selected. This

only introduces a slight increase of the amount of feedback for each frame.

Significant reduction of feedback load is still achieved compared with using

dedicated feedback channels for different users. We also observe that with

derivative feedback, the base station may consistently update the parameters

p1 and η1.

2.4 Simulations

In this section, we illustrate the average sum rate for the proposed

random access protocol for different scenarios using Monte Carlo simulations.

These simulations are conducted using MATLAB. We first assume that the

CDF’s of users’ channels do not change over time and known to the base sta-

tion. The online simulation is then studied in the last part of this section. The

elements of the channel matrix Hj for the jth user are assumed to be inde-

pendently and identically Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variances

σ2
j , where σ2

j ’s are chosen uniformly within the interval [0, 1] to model the
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heterogeneity of users. We fix the transmit power to make the receive signal

to noise ratio (SNR) at the receive antennas of the jth user be 6 + 10 log10(σ
2
j )

dB. The marginal density function of the SNR [29] can be expressed as

fξm,j
(x) =

λMr−Mt+1
j xMr−Mte−λjx

Γ(Mr −Mt + 1)
(2.19)

where λj = Mtσ2
n

Esσ2
j
.

We first assume that the channel distributions are fully known at the

base station and apply the steepest descent algorithm with the back-tracking

line search in Section 2.3.4 to find an optimizer of (2.11). We initialize the

(p1, η1) at (1/(0.05N), 0.05) and set the parameters ν = 0.001 and β = 0.5 for

the steepest descent algorithm with the back-tracking line search.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates the results of average sum rate vs. the number of

active users when both the number of minislots K and the number of transmit

antennas Mt are fixed. For this simulation, we conduct Monte Carlo simula-

tions for 10 times and collect the data samples from the simulations to compute

the means and the standard deviations. We use 2000 channel realizations for

each point and illustrate the sample means of the performance curves with

error bars (the range of one standard deviation) in Fig. 2.2.

The performance of the proposed protocol is compared with the polling-

based protocol. In this scheme, the base station randomly polls KMt users

out of the total N users, then selects the one with the smallest αm,j for the

mth channel from these users to send data to. Here we use MIMO to effec-

tively create more polling slots. We show the performance of the ideal scheme
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Figure 2.2: Performance of the proposed feedback protocol versus different
number of active users for K = 2, Mt = 2 and Mr = 2. Users’ channels are
heterogenous in this experiment.
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that always selects the user with the best tail probability (minimum tail mass

selection) as a performance benchmark. The proposed protocol performs sig-

nificantly better than polling. Using MIMO capture utilizes the spatial re-

sources to reduce collision probability and effectively creates more feedback

minislots to carry the feedback. We observe that a good throughput gain has

been achieved by using MIMO capture (MIMO feedback) than the scenario

that there is no MIMO capture (reg. feedback). Regular feedback refers to

the scheme that feedback is successful when there is only one user sends a

feedback message [56].

Compared to the opportunistic splitting algorithm [55] (here the chan-

nel quality is measured by tail probability of the CDF of the post-processing

SNR after zero-forcing instead of the channel power in the original version al-

gorithm by [55]), the proposed scheme with MIMO feedback outperforms the

opportunistic splitting for this experiment. The number of handshakes in the

opportunistic splitting algorithm and the number of random access minislots

in our proposed scheme are both two.

Since the standard deviations collected from the data samples in the

previous result are small, we only conduct the simulations for one time using

2000 channel realizations for each simulation. As we know that DPC-based

scheme is sum-rate optimal, it, however, does not achieve temporal fairness for

heterogeneous users. For the case that users’ channels follow i.i.d. Rayleigh

fading, we compare the DPC-based scheme [28] with the proposed scheme in

Fig. 2.3. The performance gap is due to the suboptimal MIMO downlink
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the DPC-based scheme with the proposed scheme
for K = 5, Mt = 2 and Mr = 2. The elements of users’ channel matrices follow
i.i.d. Rayleigh fading with zero mean and unit variance in this experiment.
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Figure 2.4: Performance of the proposed feedback protocol versus the number
of minislots for N = 100, Mt = 2 and Mr = 2.

architecture that uses per-antenna scheduling with linear receivers. Multiuser

diversity is still achieved with the proposed framework.

We use the heterogeneous channels in (2.19) in the subsequent simula-

tion experiments. We show the system performance of the throughput versus

the number of minislots in Fig. 2.4. The system throughput increases with

the number of minislots. Using MIMO capture significantly benefits the sys-

tem throughput in the region of small number of minislots. Compared to an

opportunistic splitting algorithm, the proposed protocol with MIMO capture

performs better when the number of minislots is small. When the number of

minislots is large, the proposed protocol performs worse than the opportunistic

splitting.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of the proposed feedback protocol versus the number
of antennas for N = 100 and K = 2.

Fig. 2.5 illustrates the system throughput versus the number of anten-

nas used in the system. Here we assume that equal number of transmit/receive

antennas are deployed at the base station and the mobile users. The system

throughput increases with the number of antennas for all schemes. Using

MIMO feedback significantly outperforms the strategy of regular contention

based feedback. It also performs better than the opportunistic splitting when

there is more than one transmit antennas in this setting.

When CDF’s of the users are not available to the base station, the online

algorithm in Section 2.3.5 can be used. Here we set the search parameter

η = 0.01 and use the initial selection of feedback parameters (p1, η1) to be

(1/(0.05N), 0.05). We plot the dynamics of the search algorithm over 5000
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Figure 2.6: Performance of the online optimization algorithm for N = 100,
K = 5, Mt = 2 and Mr = 2. We plot the evolution of the average sum rates
(varying with the updated parameters p1 and η1) for the proposed algorithms
and the actual throughput for the simulation.
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frames with a window size P = 10 for 100 users in Fig. 2.6. Here a simple

modelling of the channel evolution is adopted. The parameter R is set to be

R = 1000. Therefore, for every 1000 frames, we regenerate the parameters

σ2
j for all users uniformly within the interval [0, u] for the uth group of 1000

frames (u = 1, 2, ..., 5). Thus the channel distributions of users change for

every 1000 frames because a different set of σ2
j ’s are used. A comparison of

the online algorithm and the steepest descent algorithm in Section 2.3.4 is

presented. We observe that both algorithms converge. The online algorithm

performs well even when there are only a small number of users that send back

their derivatives.

2.5 Summary of Contributions

In this chapter, a novel framework of multiuser scheduling with reduced

feedback in the MIMO downlink is proposed. The base station uses per-

antenna transmission whereas the mobile users employ linear receivers. This

decouples the MIMO downlink channel into parallel SISO channels that can be

assigned to different users. For each spatial channel, independent contention

channels are used to carry the feedback of users’ channel quality. As a further

enhancement, MIMO capture is adopted to improve the spatial utilization

of the feedback channel. We control the uplink feedback behavior by two

parameters: the feedback probability and the channel quality threshold.

In terms of algorithm development for this proposed system, we formu-

lated an optimization problem to maximize the system throughput with re-
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spect to the feedback parameters subject to the temporal fairness constraint.

We proposed search algorithms to select these parameters for the scenarios

that the channel distribution information of users is fully known or unknown

to the base station. Simulations showed that the proposed algorithms achieve

multiuser diversity in the MIMO downlink despite significant reduction in

feedback. It significantly outperforms the polling based scheme and performs

better than an opportunistic splitting algorithm when the number of feedback

minislots is small.
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Chapter 3

Suppression of Cochannel Interference in the

Downlink

In this chapter, a receiver that can suppress asynchronous cochannel

interference in an OFDM downlink multicell scenario is presented. The effects

of asynchronism caused by carrier frequency offsets and propagation delays

are considered in this framework. To combat the various interferences in this

system, the proposed receiver uses two stages of equalization in both the time

domain and the frequency domain.

Main contributions of this chapter are the algorithms for the equal-

izer design under the scenarios where the channel and the synchronization

parameters are known or unknown to the receiver. The first part of this chap-

ter concerns the equalizer design when perfect channel and synchronization

parameters are known to the receiver. A novel space-time equalization algo-

rithm based on the channel state information is proposed. This algorithm

aims to null the co-channel interference and combat asynchronism as well as

minimize a lower bound to the symbol error rate. In the second part of this

c©2006 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Taiwen Tang and Robert W. Heath,
“A Space-Time Receiver with Joint Synchronization and Interference Cancellation in Asyn-
chronous MIMO-OFDM Systems,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technol-
ogy.
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chapter, a training-based minimizing mean square error (MMSE) algorithm

to jointly obtain the frequency offsets and the equalization delays is proposed.

This algorithm does not acquire the knowledge of channel and synchroniza-

tion parameters. The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated via

simulations.

This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 3.1 presents

background on the problem of downlink cochannel interference suppression

and summarizes our contributions. In Section 3.2, we propose the space-

time/space-frequency signal model for the multiuser MIMO-OFDM systems

with synchronization parameters. In Section 3.3, we discuss the equalizer de-

sign issues for such system based on channel information and the synchroniza-

tion parameters. In Section 3.4, we propose a direct-training based synchro-

nization architecture and a direct training based equalizer design algorithm.

We set up the optimization problems, and propose optimization algorithms.

In Section 3.5, we present simulation results for our proposed receiver.

3.1 Introduction

Future broadband cellular wireless communications systems feature

high data rate and high spectral efficiency. Aggressive frequency reuse where

adjacent cells use the same time-frequency channels may improve spectral ef-

ficiency, however, poses challenges on dealing with the cochannel interference

[45][82] as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. OFDM is a promising physical layer tech-

nology for high data rate communications [83][6]. It is an efficient means
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Figure 3.1: The downlink data transmission from BS 1 is interfered by the
adjacent BS 3. These cells take aggressive frequency reuse. There exists a
difference in the propagation delay and the carrier frequency between these
links.

of combatting multipath fading in wireless systems and it achieves very high

spectral efficiency [84]. In OFDM systems, the propagation delays between the

transmitted signals from different BS and the small differences in carrier fre-

quencies of different BS may also cause inter-carrier interference (ICI). These

effects significantly deteriorate the performance of these systems[85]. Equal-

ization in the time domain is an attractive option to deal with various sources

of interferences. Previous work on space-time interference cancellation [45, 82]

focuses on equalizer design algorithms that combat cochannel interference and

the interference caused by different propagation delays of users. The effects of

carrier frequency offsets, however, are not addressed in these papers.
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The first contribution of this chapter is to propose an equalizer design

principle based on channel information that achieves interference cancellation

and deals with the effects of residual frequency offsets. A similar idea has

been used for single user systems without cochannel interference [86, 87]. In

this chapter, we design equalizers to suppress various sources of interferences

and consider the symbol error rate performance.

To design the equalizer based on the channel and synchronization in-

formation, estimates of the channel and the synchronization parameters are

needed for not only the desire stream but also the cochannel interferences. In

particular, obtaining accurate estimates of the frequency offsets is an impor-

tant issue. Related results on frequency offset estimation have been presented

in [88–92]. In OFDM system with frequency selective channel and cochannel

interference, this problem, however, is relatively unaddressed.

For the second contribution in this chapter, we propose a training based

algorithm that uses known training sequences to obtain the synchronization

parameters and the equalizer coefficients. We present a two stage feedfor-

ward receiver architecture to perform joint synchronization and equalization.

A direct-training based MMSE (minimizing mean square error) algorithm is

proposed to estimate the frequency offsets and the equalization delays in this

system. A novel direct training based method is later used to fine-tune the

space-time equalizer based on the design principles with channel information,

after obtaining the synchronization parameters.
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3.2 System Model

This section presents the system model of the downlink multicell sce-

nario. An overview of the system is first discussed, then the channel model

and the space-time signal model are given.

3.2.1 System Overview

We assume that one local oscillator is present at each base station and

at the downlink user. Therefore, there is only one frequency offset between

any base station and any downlink user. The users are equipped with Mr

receive antennas. The base station of the current cell and neighboring cells are

transmitting data to the users in these cells using only one transmit antenna

[45]. The total number of active transmit antennas in this system is Mt, which

corresponds to Mt active base stations. There may be one or multiple streams

intended to the mobile users from the base stations. For example, handoff in

the downlink may require the receiver to decode signals from multiple base

stations. The intended streams are considered as desired signals, and the rest

of the active streams consist of cochannel interference.

Each OFDM symbol has N subcarriers and a length LCP cyclic prefix.

Each data stream transmitted by one active antenna may only use some por-

tion of the OFDM subcarriers for data transmission. We denote the index set

of the subcarriers used for data transmission of the ith stream as Si. We can

also use a diagonal matrix Ti consisting of 0’s and 1’s in its diagonal axis to

select these subcarriers.
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Figure 3.2: The block diagram of the receiver. The space-time equalization is
followed by frequency offset compensation.

We illustrate the proposed receiver structure in Fig. 3.2. A space-time

equalizer is deployed at the frontend to suppress co-channel interference and

shorten the channel response in the case that the channel response is longer

than the cyclic prefix. By performing interference cancellation at the equalizer

bank, various interferences are suppressed. After space-time equalization, we

use a two step feedforward scheme to achieve frequency offset and timing

synchronization for each transmitted data stream. The first step is to estimate

the frequency offset and timing based on training sequences for each stream

independently. The second step is to correct the phase rotation and the timing

for this particular data stream after equalization.

The space time equalizer at the jth receive antenna for the ith out-

put data stream of the space-time equalizers is represented by a vector wi,j =

[wi,j(0), ..., wi,j(L)]T of L+1 taps, where (·)T denotes transpose. Each finite im-
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pulse response (FIR) equalizer wi,j may have a different equalization decision

delay Δi,j. The equalizer set {wi,1, ...,wi,Mr} forms a space-time filter bank for

the ith output data stream. The frequency domain signal of the bth OFDM sym-

bol of the mth data stream is denoted by vm(b) = [vm(0, b), ..., vm(N − 1, b)]T .

The time domain signal is transformed by a Discrete Fourier Transformation

(DFT) basis matrix Q of a size N × N as sm(b) = Qvm(b), where Q is the

DFT basis matrix, and sm(b) = [sm(0, b), ..., sm(N − 1, b)]T . For the sample

sm(p, b), the relation between b, p and k is that k = b(N + LCP ) + p + LCP ,

which is the universal time in the system.

3.2.2 Channel Model

The channel is assumed to be frequency selective and block-wise time

invariant over the duration of multiple OFDM symbols. We denote the chan-

nel response by hj,m(l) for the lth tap of the channel between the mth transmit

antenna and the jth receive antenna, where l = 0, 1, 2..., ν, m = 1, 2, ...,Mt,

and j = 1, 2, ...,Mr. Note that ν +1 is considered as the length of the channel

response between the mth transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna. We

assume that ν is known at the receiver, and it takes into account the maximal

span of the channels in the time domain between all active Mt transmit anten-

nas and the receive antennas over different channel realizations. The absolute

propagation delay of the link between the mth transmit antenna and the jth

receive antenna is denoted by dj,m. We model the effects of propagation delays

as part of the channel response. The first dj,m taps of the channel response are
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considered to be zeros. Assume that the number of nonzero taps of the chan-

nel response between the jth transmit antenna and the mth receive antenna

is νj,m + 1. We have νj,m + dj,m + 1 ≤ ν + 1. The frequency offset between

the mth transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna is denoted by εm, which

is normalized by the sampling interval Ts. We make the assumption that ν

is less than the number of OFDM subcarriers N , but ν may be less than or

greater than LCP .

3.2.3 MIMO Signal Model

Received Signal Model Let sm(k) be the signal of the data stream trans-

mitted by the mth antenna at discrete time k. The basic discrete time system

equation, extended from the SISO case in [88] to the MIMO scenario can be

written as

rj(k) =
Mt∑

m=1

ν∑
l=0

hj,m(l)sm(k − l)ej2πεmk + nj(k), (3.1)

where nj(k) is the noise for receive antenna j at time k.

We construct a Toeplitz channel matrix Hj,m of a size (L+1)×(L+ν+1)

for the mth transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna constructed from

hj,m(l)’s, where

Hj,m =

⎡
⎣ hj,m(ν) hj,m(ν − 1) ... hj,m(0) 0 0 ... 0

0 hj,m(ν) hj,m(ν − 1) ... hj,m(0) 0 ... 0
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
.
.
.

.

.

.
0 0 0 ... hj,m(ν) hj,m(ν − 1) ... hj,m(0)

⎤
⎦ .(3.2)

Notice that the first dj,m taps (hj,m(l), l = 0, 1, ..., dj,m − 1) are zeros in this

Toeplitz matrix to account for the effects of propagation delays.
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We also define a diagonal matrix Γ(εm, L) to represent the phase rota-

tion introduced by the frequency offset, which has the following form

Γ(εm, L) = diag{e−j2πεmL, e−j2πεm(L−1), ..., 1}. (3.3)

We stack L + ν + 1 (the length of the effective channel response after equal-

ization) samples of the transmitted signal into a vector sm(k − L − ν : k) =

[sm(k − L − ν), ..., sm(k)]T , where p : q denotes the pth to the qth sample of

the signal in MATLAB notation. The signal vector at the jth receive antenna,

denoted by rj(k − L : k), is given as

rj(k − L : k) =
Mt∑

m=1

Γ(εm, L)Hj,msm(k − L− ν : k)ej2πεmk

+ nj(k − L : k) (3.4)

where nj(k − L : k) = [nj(k − L), ..., nj(k)]T is the noise vector at the jth

receive antenna.

Remark 1: As addressed earlier, with additional spatial dimensions leveraged

by multiple receive antennas, time domain equalization with multiple antennas

can be applied to suppress the co-channel interference caused by interfering

data streams. We may combine this step with joint channel shortening to

constrain the post equalization channel response to be less than or equal to

LCP + 1.

Remark 2: An important observation is that the effects caused by the fre-

quency offset and propagation delay (equivalently equalization delay) can be
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adjusted after the space-time equalization for each stream since the cochannel

interference can be nulled by the equalizers.

Based on these observations, we propose a receiver to support joint

space-time interference cancellation and the correction to the frequency offset

and the propagation delay. The receiver needs to obtain an estimate for the

frequency offset εm, which we denote by ε̂m. The phase rotation caused by

the effects of frequency offsets can thus be corrected with the frequency offset

estimate after space-time equalization. The propagation delay for the desired

stream can be adjusted with the equalization delay.

Post-Equalization Space-Time Model The kth sample of the ith out-

put data stream after the space-time equalization and the correction to the

frequency offset, denoted by xi(k), can be written as

xi(k) =
∑Mr

j=1 wT
i,jrj(k + Δi,j − L : k + Δi,j)e

−j2πε̂ik

=
∑Mr

j=1 wT
i,jΓ(εi, L)Hj,ie

j2πεiΔi,jsi(k + Δi,j − L− ν : k + Δi,j)e
j2π(εi−ε̂i)k

+
∑Mt

m=1,m�=i

∑Mr

j=1 wT
i,jΓ(εm, L)Hj,mej2πεmΔi,jsm(k + Δi,j − L− ν : k + Δi,j)

× ej2π(εm−ε̂i)k +
∑Mr

j=1 wT
i,jnj(k + Δi,j − L : k + Δi,j).

(3.5)

We write the effective channel between the mth transmit antenna and the jth

receive antenna as

He
j,m = Γ(εm, L)Hj,mej2πεmΔi,j . (3.6)

Remark 3: From (3.5), we observe that the effective channels are time-

invariant, thus it is possible to use time-invariant space-time equalizers (wi,j)
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to null the other transmitted data streams. This is equivalent to having

Mr∑
j=1

wT
i,jH

e
j,m = 0T . (3.7)

Remark 4: The equivalent channel response after the space-time equalization

has a length of L + ν + 1, which might be larger than LCP + 1. In this case,

the signal from adjacent OFDM symbols might propagate, and thus cause

inter-OFDM-symbol interference (IOSI). If we can constrain the number of

the nonzero taps of the effective channel out of the total L + ν + 1 taps to be

LCP + 1, such problem can be avoided.

After the frequency and timing adjustment, the receiver discards the

cyclic prefix and performs the DFT. Detection happens in parallel for all sub-

carriers in frequency after the DFT.

Post-Equalization Space-Frequency Model From (3.4), we stack the

received signal vectors at the jth receive antenna into a matrix Rj(b, Δi,j) of a

size N × (L + 1) with delay parameter Δi,j for the bth OFDM symbol, which

has the following form

Rj(b, Δi,j) =

[
rj(b(LCP + N) + LCP − L + Δi,j : b(LCP + N) + LCP + Δi,j)

T

.

..
rj((b + 1)(LCP + N) − L + Δi,j − 1 : (b + 1)(LCP + N) + Δi,j − 1)T

]

=
Mt∑

m=1

QΘ(εm, N, b)Sm(b, Δi,j)H
T
j,mΓ(εm, L)ej2πεmΔi,j

+ Nj(Δi,j) (3.8)

where the matrix Sm(b, Δi,j) is generated by stacking the transmitted data

vector sm with the delay parameter Δi,j. The matrix Nj(Δi,j) denotes the
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stacked noise matrix at the jth receive antenna. The matrix Θ(εi, N, b) is a

N ×N diagonal matrix, defined as

Θ(εi, N, b) = ej2πεi(N+LCP )bdiag{1, ej2πεi , ..., ej2πεi(N−1)}. (3.9)

The space-frequency model can then be derived as follows

yi(b) =
∑Mr

j=1 QΘ(ε̂i, N, b)∗Rj(b, Δi,j)wi,j

= Vi(b) Q̄bi,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
fi,i

+ ICI + IOSI + CCI + Noise︸ ︷︷ ︸
ei(b)

(3.10)

where yi(b) is a N × 1 vector, which has the samples of the bth OFDM symbol

of the ith output data stream. The matrix Rj(b, Δi,j) is the stacked version of

the data matrix at the jth receive antenna with delay parameter Δi,j of a size

N × (L + 1).

We define Vm(b) = diag{vm(0, b), ..., vm(N − 1, b)}, which has the bth

frequency domain samples of the data stream transmitted by the mth active

transmit antenna. Notice that only those subcarriers whose indices belong

to the set Sm have non-zero values. The vector fi,i is the frequency domain

effective channel response for the ith output stream, the partial DFT basis is

denoted by Q̄ which has a size of N × (LCP + 1), and bi,i is the shortened

channel response of a size (LCP + 1) × 1 for the shortened effective channel

between the ith transmit antenna and the ith output data stream. Note that∑Mr

j=1 HT
j,mΓ(εi, L)wi,j which is of a size (L+ν +1)×1 is the post equalization

channel response for the mth transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna.

The quantity ei(b) includes the colored noise, and the intercarrier interference

due to the frequency offset estimation error, the possible inter-OFDM-symbol
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interference due to the long channel response after equalization, and also the

residual co-channel interference due to imperfect interference cancellation.

3.3 Space-Time Equalizer Design

In this section, we focus on the space-time equalizer design for the

downlink multicell scenario, given the ideal channel information and synchro-

nization parameters such as frequency offsets and propagation delays. We

address the design constraints and formulate optimization problems to meet

these constraints. The equalizer design methods based on channel informa-

tion as we propose here are the rationales for the training based algorithms

addressed in Section 3.4. They also provide baseline performance as compared

to the training based algorithms in Section 3.5.

3.3.1 Min-SER Equalizer Design

In general, it is very costly to optimize the equalizer delays Δi,j for

all receive antennas. We make the following assumption that Δi,j = Δi for

all j = 1, ...,Mr to simplify the Mr variable optimization to a single variable

optimization. Let us define a vector channel response after the space-time

equalization as

b̄T
m,i =

∑Mr

j=1 wT
i,jΓ(εm, L)Hj,mej2πεmΔi .

Constraint 1 — Nulling Cochannel Interference To guarantee that

there is no co-channel interference on the selected subcarriers for the ith output
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data stream, we must have the following

TiQ̃b̄m,i = 0N×1, m �= i, (3.11)

where Q̃ is the partial DFT matrix to transform the time domain channel

repsonse into the frequency domain channel response. This implies that the

equivalent channel response of the interferers in the frequency domain after the

space-time equalization should be null. We assume that rank{Ti} ≥ L+ν +1,

which is equivalent to using more than L + ν + 1 subcarriers for the ith data

stream. Since the matrix TiQ̃ is a tall matrix, then the condition of cancelling

co-channel interference is equivalent to

Mr∑
j=1

wT
i,jΓ(εm, L)Hj,mej2πεmΔi = 0T

L+ν+1,

∀m �= i, m = 1, ...,Mt. (3.12)

Notice that there are νj,m + 1 nonzero taps for the channel Hj,m. The rank of

the effective channel matrix Γ(εm, L)Hj,m is min{Mr(L + 1), L + νj,m + 1}.

Constraint 2 — Shortening Channel to Mitigate ICI Another con-

straint is to make the non-zero taps of the effective channel response be no

longer than the length of the cyclic prefix plus one after equalization, where

b̄m,i = [0T
Δi

,bT
i,i,0

T
L+ν−LCP−Δi

]. This guarantees that no ICI arises after the

DFT operation following space-time equalization.
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Matrix Formulation for Constraint 1 and 2 Define an aggregated ef-

fective channel matrix

H =

[
Γ(ε1, L)H1,1ej2πε1Δi ... Γ(εMt , L)H1,Mtej2πεMt

Δi

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

Γ(ε1, L)HMr,1ej2πε1Δi ... Γ(εMt , L)HMr,Mtej2πεMt
Δi

]
. (3.13)

We aggregate the equalizers (wi,j) on all receive antennas into a vector wi =

[wT
i,1, ...,w

T
i,Mr

]T . We define a matrix Ci to be a binary diagonal matrix which

selects the samples in a certain window of length LCP + 1 of the effective

channel response H after space-time filtering for the ith data stream. The

matrix C̄i selects the samples outside the window. Both selection matrices

are determined by the equalization delay Δi. Then we have the following

constraint

wT
i HC̄i = 0T

(Mt(L+ν+1)−LCP−1)×1. (3.14)

Also the equivalent channel response for the ith stream after space-time equal-

ization can be written as

bT
i,i = wT

i HCi. (3.15)

Parameter Selection Condition To avoid the degenerate solution that the

equalizer coefficients are all zeros, we further introduce a total power constraint

on the equalizer response
∑Mr

j=1 ‖wi,j‖2 = 1. Notice that the equalizer order

L and the number of receive antennas Mr are fixed parameters before system

deployment, thus we must select them offline for various channel conditions.

We present a simple condition for selecting these parameters.
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Proposition 3. A necessary and sufficient condition of existence of equalizer

wi to satisfy (3.14) for all H’s, and the constraint on the equalizer power is

that

Mr(L + 1) ≥Mt(L + 1) +
Mt∑

m=1

νm − LCP . (3.16)

Proof. From linear algebra, we know that there exists a nonzero solution of wi

to satisfy (3.14) if and only if Mr(L+1) > rank(HC̄i). Then to find a feasible

wi and make (3.14) hold for all H, it is equivalent to having Mr(L + 1) >

maxH{rank(HC̄i)}.

Clearly rank(HC̄i) ≤ Td, where

Td = Mt(L + 1) +
Mt∑

m=1

νm − LCP − 1, (3.17)

and the equality holds when the channel vectors hj,m’s (hj,m = [hj,m(0), ..., hj,m(ν)]T )

are linearly independent to each other. Thus we conclude that the order of

the equalizer should be selected to satisfy (3.16).

Constraint 3 — Minimize a Symbol Error Rate Bound Let us define

a Toeplitz matrix Wi,j of size N × (N + L) generated by the equalizer wi,j as

Wi,j =

⎡
⎢⎣ wi,j(L) ... wi,j(0) ... 0

...
...

. . . . . .
...

0 ... wi,j(L) ... wi,j(0)

⎤
⎥⎦ . (3.18)

Assume the noise on each receive antenna follows i.i.d. Gaussian dis-

tribution with zero mean and σ2
n. The noise covariance matrix after the space-
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time equalization and DFT operation can be obtained as

Gi = σ2
n

Mr∑
j=1

QΘ(εi, N, 0)∗Wi,jW
H
i,jΘ(εi, N, 0)QH . (3.19)

Hence the noise power on subcarrier p for the ith output data stream can be

represented as Gi(p, p), i.e., the pth diagonal element of the matrix Gi.

If the equalizer satisfies the condition (3.14), another design goal is to

optimize the average uncoded symbol error rate (SER) using the extra degrees

of freedom De in the system, where

De = Mr(L + 1)−Mt(L + 1) +
Mt∑

m=1

νm − LCP . (3.20)

Given a QAM modulation scheme, the average symbol error probability of the

OFDM system P̄e can be approximated by the following expression [93]

P̄e ≈ constant1

N

N∑
p=1

Q

⎛
⎝constant2√

SNR−1
p

⎞
⎠ , (3.21)

where constant1 and constant2 both only depend on the chosen QAM constel-

lation, and Q(·) is the error probability function. In [94] it has been shown

that the complementary error function is convex with respect to SNR−1 in the

moderate-to-high SNR region. It is also shown in [94] that the average SER

can be tightly lower bounded by the following at moderate-to-high SNR’s for

BPSK modulation

P̄e ≥ constant1 ·Q
⎛
⎝ constant2√

1
N

∑N
p=1 SNR−1

p

⎞
⎠ . (3.22)
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This SER lower bound can be extended to any general QAM modulation

with the approximate SER expression in (3.21) using the convexity result

established in [94]. Our rationale of designing the equalizer is to minimize this

tight lower bound of the average error probability P̄e. This gives

gi(wi, Δi) =
1

|Si|
∑
p∈Si

Gi(p, p)

|fi,i(p)|2 , (3.23)

where |Si| denotes the cardinality of the set Si.

This performance metric that takes the summation of the inverse per-

subcarrier signal to noise and interference ratio can also be related to informa-

tion theoretic capacity. Notice that by convexity of the log2(1+1/x) function,

the average sum capacity for the OFDM system can be tightly lowered bounded

by the expression log2(1+1/SNR−1), where SNR−1 denotes the average inverse

of the per-subcarrier SNR. Indeed, the performance metric that we use here

reflects both symbol error rate performance and the performance in terms of

average sum capacity.

The Linear Constraint Define the matrix Ki = C̄iH
T , we apply the sin-

gular value decomposition (SVD) to this matrix, and obtain the following

Ki = ZiΣiU
H
i . (3.24)

Clearly, we can write Ui as the following

Ui = [Un
i ,Us

i ] (3.25)
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where Un
i and Us

i are of sizes Mr(L+1)×Td and Mr(L+1)× [Mr(L+1)−Td]

respectively (Td is defined in (3.17)). The matrix Un
i generates the subspace

corresponding to all singular values in Σi, and the matrix Us
i generates the

null space to the subspace generated by Un
i . Any equalizer vector wi lying in

the subspace generated by Us
i satisfies the constraint Kiwi = 0. To avoid the

degenerate solution wi = 0, we further restrict wi to be of the following form

wi = Us
i

[
1
ti

]
= Us(:, 1) + Us

i (:, 2 : (De + 1))ti (3.26)

where ti is of length De = Mr(L + 1)−Td− 1, and the Us
i (:, p : q) denotes the

pth to the qth column of the matrix Us
i in the standard MATLAB notation.

The Min-SER Problem Formulation and the Proposed Optimization

Algorithm We phrase the optimization problem of equalizer design as

min
ti,Ci

gi(ti,Ci). (3.27)

We can solve it by applying the steepest descent method [95]. We describe the

optimization algorithm in Appendix B.1. The gradient of the cost function

is also given in Appendix B.1. Since any nonzero scalar multiplication to the

optimal equalizer vector is still optimal, we normalize the optimal solution in

(3.27) by its norm, thus the optimal equalizer vector is given as follows

wi → Us
i [1, t

T
i ]T

1 + ‖ti‖2 . (3.28)

The Min-SER method is robust to the variation of interference power

level since the interferers’ channels are perfectly cancelled. Given the con-
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straint of perfectly nulling the interference, the more extra degrees of freedom

De the receiver has, the better symbol error rate performance may be achieved.

3.3.2 Maximizing Power Ratio Design (MaxPwr)

The MaxPwr algorithm proposed in [45] uses the power ratio of the

desired signal to the interference and noise as the cost function for optimiza-

tion. We generalize this approach to deal with different frequency offsets in

this subsection.

Given the channel estimates in (3.13), we state the problem of maximiz-

ing the signal to interference ratio (henceforth the MaxPwr method introduced

in [45]) as

max
wi,Ci

wH
i H∗CT

i CiH
Twi

wH
i H∗C̄T

i C̄iH
Twi

s.t.‖wi‖2 = 1. (3.29)

Thus by performing the optimization over wi and Ci, the energy of the post

equalization channel response will be mainly concentrated in the selected win-

dow, and the energy outside the selected window is minimized. When the

length of the window is set to be equal to LCP + 1, a joint channel shortening

and co-channel interference suppression is performed through the optimization.

As we can see that under the condition (3.16), the interference term

can be nulled. Thus the MaxPwr method can be simplified as maximizing

the energy of the post equalization channel response under the constraint of
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nulling the cochannel interference,

maxwi,Ci
‖wT

i HCi‖2

s.t. wT
i HC̄i = 0T

(Mt(L+ν+1)−LCP−1)×1, ‖wi‖2 = 1. (3.30)

As addressed earlier, we may only use the subcarriers which belong to the set

Si for the ith data stream, therefore, the cost function is modified as

maxwi,Ci

∑
p∈Si
|fi,i(p)|2

s.t. wT
i HC̄i = 0T

(Mt(L+ν+1)−LCP−1)×1, ‖wi‖2 = 1 (3.31)

where fi,i = Q̄CiH
Twi. We perform an optimization for every Ci. When

Ci is given, by the use of change of variables, we define wi = Us
idi. The

optimization problem can be restated as

max
di

∑
p∈Si

|fi,i(p)|2, s.t. ‖di‖2 = 1. (3.32)

This method of designing equalizer does not give the best uncoded perfor-

mance, but the optimization is much more simpler to solve than the Min-SER

approach. The optimal solution to the problem in (3.32) is the eigenvector cor-

responding to the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix (Us
i )

HH∗CiQ̄
HTiQ̄CiH

TUs
i .

3.4 Direct Training Based Synchronization and Equal-
izer Design

The methods proposed in the previous section are all based on the uti-

lization of channel knowledge. In real systems, the equalizer can be designed
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based on the estimated channel responses and frequency offsets. Complexity,

however, may be a main concern for this approach because the complexity

of jointly obtaining channel responses and frequency offsets is high in MIMO

systems. Also, such a design strategy leads to the propagation of the estima-

tion noise to the equalizers. Further, this approach is not possible when the

training sequences are not all known to the receiver, i.e., the case of having

certain interferers or jammers whose transmitted data sequences are unknown

to the receiver.

To deal with these problems, we propose a direct-training based two-

stage architecture for synchronization and equalizer design. The first stage

utilizes an MMSE joint synchronization and interference cancellation scheme

(based on the rationale of MaxPwr) to obtain the synchronization parameters

— frequency offsets and equalization delays, and the coarse equalizer coeffi-

cients and the post equalization channel response. In the second stage, we

refine the design to the equalizer and the post equalization channel response

by a direct training based approach based on the rationale of Min-SER.

3.4.1 MMSE Joint Equalization Delay and Frequency Offset Esti-
mation

In this subsection, we propose an MMSE joint synchronization and

interference cancellation scheme to estimate equalization delays and frequency

offsets.
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Define two matrices Pj,i(εi, Δi, b) of a size N × (L + 1) as

Pj,i(εi, Δi, b) = QΘ(−εi, N, b)Rj(b, Δi), (3.33)

and Di(b) of a size N × (LCP + 1) as

Di(b) = Vi(b)Q̄. (3.34)

Based on the space-frequency model (3.10), the residual error term ei(εi, Δi, b)

has the following form

ei(εi, Δi, b) =
Mr∑
j=1

Pj,i(εi, Δi, b)wi,j −Di(b)bi,i. (3.35)

The mean square error over K training symbol duration amounts to be

1
K

∑K
b=1 ‖ei(εi, Δi, b)‖2. We introduce a matrix P(εi, Δi) defined as

Pi(εi, Δi) =

(
P1,i(εi, Δi, 0) ... PMr,i(εi, Δi, 0)

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
P1,i(εi, Δi, K − 1) ... PMr,i(εi, Δi, K − 1)

)
(3.36)

and a matrix Di as

Di = [Di(0)T , ...,Di(K − 1)T ]T . (3.37)

The equalizer vectors are stacked into a vector wi = [wT
i,1, ...,w

T
i,Mr

]T .

The objective of joint synchronization and interference cancellation is

to fine-tune all parameters to minimize the mean square error of the residual

error term after equalization, thus we have

min
wi,bi,i,Δi,εi

‖P(εi, Δi)wi −Dibi,i‖2 s.t. ‖bi,i‖2 = 1 (3.38)
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where we use the constraint ‖bi,i‖2 = 1 to avoid degenerate solutions to the

optimization. Let us define a matrix Mi(ε, Δ) as follows

Mi(ε, Δ) = DH
i Di −DH

i Pi(ε, Δ)(Pi(ε, Δ)HPi(ε, Δ))−1Pi(ε, Δ)HDi.

Applying the technique of separation of variables, the offset and equalizer delay

estimator can be derived as the following

(εopt
i , Δopt

i ) = arg min
ε,Δ

{min{λ(Mi)}} (3.39)

where {λ(·)} denotes the set of all eigenvalues of a matrix. Given any integer

delay, we use the steepest descent method with Armijo step size selection [95]

to find a locally optimal estimate to the frequency offset. The derivative of

the eigenvalue of the matrix function Mi(ε, Δ) is derived in Appendix B.2.

3.4.2 Direct Training based Min-SER Space-time Equalizer Design

After obtaining the equalization delay Δi and the frequency offset εi

based on the MMSE method addressed earlier, we can compensate the effects

of asynchronism with these estimated parameters. To further improve the

symbol error rate performance, we refine the space-time equalizer coefficients

based on the Min-SER principle in Section 3.3. By (3.10), the residual error

term has the form

ẽi(εi, Δi, b) =
Mr∑
j=1

Ti[Pj,i(εi, Δi, b)wi,j −Di(b)bi,i]. (3.40)

We also define a matrix Λi as

Λi(bi,i) = diag{|fi,i(0)|−2, ..., |fi,i(N − 1)|−2} (3.41)
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where fi,i = Q̄bi,i. The cost function takes the form of the summation of the

inverse of the per-subcarrier signal to noise and interference ratio

φi(wi,bi,i) =
K−1∑
b=0

ẽi(εi, Δi, b)
HΛiẽi(εi, Δi, b). (3.42)

The design objective to is to minimize the cost function with certain constraint

on bi,i to avoid degenerate solution, i.e.,

min
wi,bi,i

φi(wi,bi,i) s.t. ‖bi,i‖2 �= 0. (3.43)

We can apply the technique of separation of variables to reduce the

number of variables since the optimal wi can be expressed as the following

wi = (Pi(εi, Δi)
HΛ̄iPi(εi, Δi))

−1Pi(εi, Δi)
HΛ̄iDibi,i (3.44)

where Λ̄i = IK×K ⊗ Λi, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Also notice

that we assume K|Si| > Mr(L+1) to guarantee the invertibility of the matrix

Pi(εi, Δi)
HΛ̄iPi(εi, Δi). Let us also define a matrix Ki to be

Ki(εi, Δi,bi,i) = DH
i [Λ̄i − Λ̄iPi(εi, Δi)(Pi(εi, Δi)

HΛ̄iPi(εi, Δi))
−1

× Pi(εi, Δi)
HΛ̄i]Di. (3.45)

To avoid the degenerate solutions, we constrain the first tap of the bi,i to be

1 to satisfy that ‖bi,i‖2 �= 0. Thus we can substitute bi,i with the vector

[1,pi]
T , where pi is of length LCP . The optimization problem can be stated

with respect to the variable pi as the following

min
pi

[1,pH
i ]Ki(εi, Δi,pi)[1,p

T
i ]T . (3.46)
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Again, we solve this optimization by the steepest descent algorithm [95], and

the derivative to the cost function in (3.46) is given in Appendix B.3. The

same optimization algorithm as the one in Appendix B.1 is used to solve this

problem.

We normalize the optimal solution pi from (3.46), and obtain the post-

equalization response as bi,i → [1,pT
i ]

‖[1,pT
i ]‖ , then the optimal solution to the equal-

izer is provided in (3.44).

3.5 Simulation Results

3.5.1 Simulation Setup

We assume there are two data streams transmitted individually by two

base stations. Each stream is targeted to a different mobile user that cor-

responds to one of the base stations. Throughout the simulation, we assume

that the channel is fixed over a frame which contains certain number of OFDM

symbols. For each frame, we observe an independently faded channel. The

time domain channel for both streams has 6 Mr ×Mt matrix taps. The co-

efficients of the channel matrices are all independently generated according

to a complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The

simulations are conducted in MATLAB.

We use QPSK modulation and N = 64 subcarriers. The cyclic prefix

length is LCP = 16. In the simulation, we assume that each data stream uses

all the subcarriers (Ti = I). We select the number of receive antennas Mr and

the equalizer order L based on (3.16). For each channel realization, we use one
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OFDM symbol for the parameter estimation and equalizer training (K = 1).

The training sequence is i.i.d. constant modulus with random phase. In the

training stage, the synchronization parameters are estimated via the MMSE

method. Then the equalizer coefficients and the post-equalization channel

response are obtained from the Min-SER method. After the training stage,

we apply the equalizer obtained at the training stage to equalize the received

signal.

We study the uncoded bit error rate (BER) performance. We assume

that there is no interleaving in space for the transmitted data streams. At the

receiver, we apply the equalization schemes discussed in the previous sections

to obtain the equalizer coefficients and the post equalization channel response.

For uncoded streams, we perform detection independently for each subcarrier

of any transmitted stream. This allows us to apply maximum likelihood scalar

detection. Throughout the simulations, we assume that there is a common

time reference in the system, namely time 0. The propagation delays for the

two users considered in the rest part of this chapter are the absolute time lags

with respect to the common time reference.

3.5.2 BER Comparison of Different Design Methods

In Fig. 3.3, we compare the uncoded BER performance of the pro-

posed schemes. In this comparison, we average the BER over 400 channel

realizations. For each channel realization, we randomly generate a normalized

frequency offset (normalized by the number of OFDM subcarriers) within the
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Figure 3.3: BER vs. SNR for the proposed schemes with two transmit data
streams. The equalizer memory length is set to be 12. The system uses QPSK
modulation. The number of channel taps from the two transmit streams to
the receive antennas are both 6.

range of −0.5 to 0.5. The propagation delay difference between both trans-

mitted streams is set to be 0. With ideal channel information and all synchro-

nization parameters, at 20 dB SNR, the Min-SER algorithm outperforms the

MaxPwr method by 10 dB. At 20 dB SNR, the BER of the Min-SER algorithm

is below 10−3. We also show the BER performance of the proposed space-time

receiver with both synchronization and equalization. Notice that with only

one training OFDM symbol, this algorithm outperforms the MaxPwr method

in high SNR region, and can achieve uncoded BER on the order of 10−3 when

SNR is higher than 20 dB.
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3.5.3 NMSE of the Frequency Offset Estimator

In Fig. 3.4, we illustrate the normalized mean square error (NMSE)

versus SNR for the proposed MMSE training algorithm. We average the simu-

lation results over 1000 channel realizations. The normalized frequency offsets

are set to be 0.45 and 0.36 in this simulation. The normalized mean square

error is defined as the mean square error of the estimated frequency offset

normalized by the square of the true frequency offset. Let εi denotes the true

frequency offset, and ε̂i stands for the estimate to εi, then the normalized mean

square error is

NEi =
E|ε̂i − εi|2

ε2
i

(3.47)

where E denotes the expectation with respect to ε̂i. We also plot a lower bound

to the NMSE as a baseline for comparison. The bound is obtained in [85]. It is

the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound normalized by the true frequency offset for each

individual stream using one training OFDM symbol (LCRB), assuming there

are no other interfering data streams. The NMSE is monotonically decreasing

and is on the order of 10−4 for SNR’s above 20 dB.

3.5.4 BER Comparison for Different Frequency Offsets

We study the performance of the proposed space-time receiver with

different frequency offsets. The propagation delay difference between trans-

mitted data streams is set to be 0, and we average the simulation results over

400 channel realizations. We use two sets of frequency offsets in the simulation.

The first pair of frequency offsets for the first and second transmitted streams
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Figure 3.4: Normalized mean square error (NMSE) vs. SNR for the proposed
frequency offset estimator for the case of two transmit data streams. The
number of channel taps from the two transmit streams to both receive antennas
are 3 and 4 respectively.

are 0.05 and -0.03 respectively, and the other pair are set to be [0.45,−0.36].

The BER performance for both pairs of frequency offsets is very similar. Thus

we can conclude that the space-time receiver is robust to different range of

frequency offsets.

3.5.5 BER Comparison for Different Propagation Delays

The performance of the proposed space-time receiver is also studied for

different propagation delays between transmitted data streams. we average the

BER over 400 channel realizations. For each channel realization, we randomly

generate a normalized frequency offset (normalized by the number of OFDM
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Figure 3.5: BER vs. SNR for the proposed space-time receiver with two
transmit data streams with different frequency offsets. Two receive antennas
are equipped at the receiver. The equalizer memory length is set to be 12.
The system uses QPSK modulation. The number of channel taps from the
two transmit streams to the receive antennas are both 6.
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Figure 3.6: BER vs. SNR for the proposed space-time receiver with two
transmit data streams with different propagation delays. The equalizer mem-
ory length is set to be 12. The system uses QPSK modulation. The number of
channel taps from the two transmit streams to the receive antennas are both
6.
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subcarriers) within the range of −0.5 to 0.5. The propagation delays between

the two transmitted data streams vary from 0 to 12 samples, however, the

BER curves under different propagation delays are over close to each other.

This concludes that the space-time receiver is robust to different ranges of

propagation delays between users.

3.6 Summary of Contributions

In this chapter, we studied the receiver design problem for suppression

of asynchronous cochannel interference in a OFDM multicell scenario. The

receiver consists of two stage of equalization in both the time domain and

the frequency domain after FFT. The main contributions of this chapter are

the problem formulations and algorithms for the space-time equalizer design.

We included the efforts of frequency offsets in our problem formulations. The

space-time equalizer design approach that we propose takes into account both

the symbol error rate performance and information theoretic capacity.

We proposed an equalizer design algorithm when both channel infor-

mation and synchronization parameters are available to the receiver. We also

proposed an MMSE joint frequency and equalization delay estimation algo-

rithm using training sequences. A training-based equalizer design algorithm

is studied to refine the design to the space-time equalizers after the MMSE

synchronization. Simulation results under various asynchronous scenarios il-

lustrate that the proposed space-time receiver produces desirable bit error rate

performance.
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Chapter 4

MIMO Fixed Relay-aided Broadcast for the

Downlink

This chapter presents a novel relaying strategy that uses multiple in-

put multiple output (MIMO) fixed relays with linear processing to support

multiuser transmission in cellular networks. This strategy applies to the two

hop relaying scenario for coverage enhancement in the downlink, where the

base station transmits data to multiple users through one fixed relay (mul-

tiuser transmission). The fixed relay processes the received signal with linear

operations and forwards the processed signal to multiple users.

This chapter mainly concerns how to design the transceiver at the base

station and the relay for the MIMO fixed relay system. The first part of this

research proposes upper and lower bounds on the information theoretci achiev-

able sum rate for the proposed architecture. Reduced complexity algorithms

based on the sum rate lower bounds are used to select a subset of users. In the

second part of this chapter, an implementable multiuser precoding strategy

is proposed. This framework combines Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [26]

c©2006 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Taiwen Tang, Chan-Byoung Chae,
Robert W. Heath, Jr. and Sunghyun Cho, “MIMO Relaying with Linear Processing for
Multiuser Transmission in Fixed Relay Networks,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Signal Processing.
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at the base station and linear signal processing at the relay, adaptive stream

selection, and QAM modulation. The MIMO fixed relaying architecture and

the proposed design algorithms serve as our contributions in this chapter.

The chapter is organized as the following. An introduction of the back-

ground on MIMO downlink with fixed relays and some prior work is first

presented in Section 4.1. Main technical contributions are also summarized.

The system model of the multiuser relaying system is then presented in Section

4.2. Various design algorithms that jointly optimize the power allocation at

the base station and the relay are proposed in Section 4.3. An implementable

relaying strategy is presented in Section 4.4.3. Simulations are conducted to

illustrate performance of the proposed schemes versus a decode-and-forward

model in Section 4.5.

4.1 Introduction

Recently using fixed relays in cellular systems has received significant

interest. Fixed relays are low cost and low transmit power elements that receive

and forward data from the base station to the users via wireless channels,

and vice versa. Using fixed relays boosts coverage in cellular networks when

carefully placed at the cell edge or in regions with significant shadowing [49].

Relays do not have wired connection to the backhaul and only process

the signal received wirelessly from the base station and forward to the users.

Using pico-cells [96] or distributed antennas [97] can also boost coverage for

users at the cell edge or in shadowing regions. Using pico-cells increases the
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density of the cells by deploying more base stations in the system. In dis-

tributed antenna systems, the antennas of the base station are distributed in

different sites. Both systems require wired connection to connect the base

stations or distributed antennas to the backhaul. Using relays can eliminate

the cost and the time to connect the relaying devices to the wired backhaul.

Fixed relays are mounted in fixed locations and are part of the infrastructure

of the cellular systems. Using fixed relays can avoid the complex operation

of routing and medium access control compared to using mobile relays, where

the relaying nodes operate in a similar manner to the mobile users.

Using fixed relays is an attractive design option for coverage improve-

ment in the cellular networks. In this chapter, we focus on a downlink broad-

cast channel that employs MIMO fixed relays. This is a new system framework

that differs from the conventional point to point relay channels [49, 50, 98].

4.1.1 Prior Work on Relay Channels

The general relay channel, where relays are used to help send data from

a source to a destination, has been studied in [20, 21, 36, 37, 99, 100]. Though

the information theoretic capacity of the relay channel remains unknown, sev-

eral results on capacity bounds are available [20, 21, 37, 99–101]. Design aspects

of relaying strategies are addressed [102–104]. Prior work mainly focuses on

point-to-point transmission via relays, often considering the mobile relay. Un-

fortunately, it is likely that only a few fixed relays will be available in each

cell. Consequently, each fixed relay will need to support multiple users. This
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motivates developing point-to-multipoint relaying solutions, where the relay

forwards data to and from multiple users.

The main challenge in the point-to-multipoint fixed relay is providing

a high capacity link between the base station and relay, while at the same

time providing multiple data links to multiple users. A natural solution to

this problem is to exploit the advantages of multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) communication. It is well known that MIMO communication uses

multiple antennas to enhance system capacity and improve resilience against

fading [2, 4, 105]. Initial work on MIMO relay channels [20][22], however, deals

only with the point-to-point MIMO relay channel. The point-to-multipoint

case has received less attention. In this chapter we assume that the base station

and fixed relay each have multiple antennas but that the mobile users have

only a single receive antenna (the latter assumption is primarily for simplicity).

Used in this way a high-throughput MIMO link can be employed between the

base station and fixed relay, then the MIMO broadcast channel/MAC channel

can be used to deliver the data to/from multiple users.

4.1.2 Main Contributions

In this chapter, we consider the special case of MIMO fixed relays

with linear processing to enhance multiuser transmission in the downlink of

a cellular system. We assume two-hop communication where in one time-slot

the relay stores the message, applies a linear filter, and forwards it to the

users in the second timeslot. We assume the case where the relay node does
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not decode the signal from the source, but simply process the received signal

with matrix multiplication. Further we neglect the direct connection between

the source and the users. This is realistic for the case where relays are used

to improve coverage and is helpful because it simplifies the analysis.

Our proposed framework that uses MIMO fixed relays for multiuser

transmission in the downlink combines concepts from multiuser MIMO broad-

cast transmission with a fixed relay concept. The MIMO broadcast channel,

where a single point with multiple antennas communicates with multiple users

with multiple antennas, has been studied in terms of information theory [15–

19] and precoding design have been considered [26, 32–35]. Motivated by the

research for MIMO broadcast channel, in this chapter we address both the in-

formation theoretic and the transceiver design aspects of the multiuser MIMO

fixed relay system. We employ zero-forcing dirty paper coding and impose

several different structures to design the precoder at the base station and the

signal processing unit at the relay. We consider achievable sum rates of this

system, which define the sum of the coding rates intended to the downlink users

with vanishing decoding error probability as the coding block length grows [15].

We propose to jointly design the precoder at the base station and the signal

processing unit at the relay to improve throughput performance. This leads

to upper and lower bounds on the achievable sum rate for this architecture

neglecting the direct links from the base station to the users. These perfor-

mance bounds motivate us to propose an implementable multiuser precoding

strategy for this system that combines Tomlinson-Harashima precoding at the
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base station [26] and linear signal processing at the relay, adaptive stream se-

lection, and QAM modulation [106]. Our framework can also be extended to

the MIMO MAC (multiple access channel) where multiple sources send data

to a destination via a MIMO fixed relay.

In comparison to decode-and-forward relaying strategies [36–38], a ma-

jor benefit of our proposed approach is that it does not require decoding and

re-encoding of the real-time data at the relay. Compared to prior work on

MIMO relay design that uses linear signal processing at the relay [39, 40, 107–

109], we consider simultaneous multi-user transmission whereas prior work

considers only single user MIMO transmission. We find that the optimiza-

tions and their solutions are quite different due to the difficulty in finding

closed-form solutions for the MIMO broadcast channel.

We propose sum rate bounds for the point-to-multipoint MIMO relay

channel. This differentiates from prior work on information theoretic aspects

of the point-to-point relay channel [20–22] and relay networks with multiple

source-destination pairs [110]. Compared to the prior work on MIMO broad-

cast channel[15, 16, 18], we still apply the dirty paper coding to derive achiev-

able sum rates of the multiuser MIMO relay channel, however, we conduct

a joint design of the precoder at the base station and the linear processing

matrix at the relay. The design needs to satisfy the power constraints at both

the source node and the relay node. The proposed implementable relaying

strategy using Tomlinson-Harashima precoding is similar to the application of

Tomlinson-Harashima precoding in the MIMO broadcast channel [26][32]. Dif-
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ferent design and optimization criteria for the Tomlinson-Harashima precoder,

however, are proposed in our framework.

4.2 System Model

In this section, we elaborate on the system model of the multiuser

fixed relay system. First we describe the system block diagram and main

assumptions of the system, then we present the downlink signal model.

4.2.1 System Block Diagram and Main Assumptions

Our relaying strategy supports multiuser transmission as illustrated

in Fig. 4.1, i.e., multiple users are served simultaneously through a single

fixed relay. We consider only a two-hop relaying, i.e., there is at most one

relay between the base station and the mobile users in our system. This is

reasonable as more than two hops adds complexity to the system operation,

especially routing, and increases transmission latency [49]. We neglect the

direct link between the base station and the users in our system model. This

is a reasonable assumption when fixed relays are used to extend coverage in

highly attenuated propagation environments, where the signal quality of the

direct link from the base station to the users is poor.

In this chapter, we consider a narrowband system. Our analysis, how-

ever, can be generalized to broadband systems with OFDM (orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing), where each subcarrier in the frequency domain

can be viewed as a narrowband channel. The base station (BS) is deployed
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Figure 4.1: The multiuser MIMO relay system with linear processing. The
relay uses linear processing. The base station performs error correction coding
and dirty paper coding along with adaptive modulation coding.
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with Mb transmit antennas and communicates with a fixed relay node that

has Mr antennas. A MIMO channel denoted by H1 is thus created between

the base station and the relay. The precoding strategy at the BS includes an

encoding operation and a subsequent linear operation with a precoding ma-

trix F [15]. The base station encodes the data that is targeted to multiple

users and sends it to the relay. The relay then broadcasts the data to multiple

mobile users.

In this narrowband system, the relaying operation is performed in a

half time division duplex (TDD) mode. Each downlink frame consists of two

phases of operations. In the first phase, the relay receives the signal from the

base station. In the second phase, this signal is processed, then it is forwarded

to the users. Both phases span equal time durations. In this chapter, we focus

on non-decode-and-forward relays because this does not require encoding and

decoding of real-time data at the relays.

Note that other duplex options for the relay, e.g., frequency division

duplex (FDD) (the base station and the relay operate on different frequency

bands at the downlink) and code division multiple access (CDMA) based du-

plex (the base station and the relay operate with different CDMA spreading

codes at the downlink) [100][111], are also feasible. These, however, may re-

quire more bandwidth than the simple half TDD mode. We do not elaborate

on these options in this chapter.
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4.2.2 Downlink Signal Model

In this subsection, we elaborate on the downlink signal model. We

use a linear signal processing unit denoted by a relaying matrix W of a size

Mr ×Mr to process the received signal at the relay. The transmitted signal

vector intended for multiple users is denoted by s. Note that s is the coded

data vector. The noise added to the received signal at the relay is represented

by n1. The number of users in the system is denoted by Nu. The relay forwards

the signal from the BS to multiple users, each with one receive antenna.

In this system, the users may be classified as relaying users (served

through relays) and direct-link users (served directly by the base station). It

is a complicated design problem to determine how to schedule multiple relaying

users, multiple direct-link users and a mixture of these two in the system. We

restrict our study to serving multiple relaying users via one MIMO relay in

this chapter. This captures the essence of the design issue for MIMO relays.

It is an interesting topic of future work to study scheduling algorithms with

the co-existence of relaying users and direct-link users.

The channel between the relay and the ith mobile user can be repre-

sented by a vector hi,2 of size Mr × 1. User i observes the following linear

combination of the transmitted signals

xi = hT
i,2W(H1Fs + n1) + ni,2

= hT
i,2WH1Fs + hT

i,2Wn1 + ni,2 (4.1)

where xi is the scalar received signal at user i. The noise term ni,2 is a scalar
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at the ith user and n1 is the noise vector at the relay. The elements of the noise

vector n1 and the noise term ni,2 follow i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution

with zero mean and variance σ2
1 and σ2

2 respectively.

In this system, the total power at the base station and the relay are Pt

and Pr respectively. The input signal vectors are independent inputs that are

all with zero mean and unit variance. The signal vector is coded by a linear

precoder F [15]. The signal after the linear precoding satisfies the total power

constraint E‖Fs‖2 ≤ Pt, where E denotes expectation. Hence the transmit

power constraints at the base station can be written as

Tr{FFH} ≤ Pt. (4.2)

The received signal at the relay is processed by the relay matrix W. Let

s̃ = WH1Fs + Wn1. The relay power constraint is expressed as E‖s̃‖2 ≤ Pr.

This power constraint can be written explicitly with respect to W and F as

follows

Tr{W(H1FFHHH
1 + Iσ2

1)W
H} ≤ Pr (4.3)

where Tr{·} denotes the trace of a matrix. The noise power at the ith user is

the following

vi = (hi,2)
TWWH(hi,2)

∗σ2
1 + σ2

2 (4.4)

where (·)∗ denotes conjugate operation.

Overall, we model the multiuser MIMO relaying system as a broadcast

channel in (4.1) with power constraints at the base station and the relay in

(4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
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4.3 Achievable Sum Rates with Relay Design Struc-
tures

In this section, we derive bounds of achievable sum rates of the MIMO

fixed relay system using dirty paper coding, which has been shown to be sum

capacity optimal. The sum rate using dirty paper coding can be expressed

as a function of the precoding matrix F and the relay processing matrix W.

A brute-force approach is to directly optimize the sum rate with respect to

the matrices F and W, however, this approach optimizes large number of

parameters and has very high computational cost. Further, in this formulation,

the optimizers may not be unique. Thus finding a globally optimum solution

is difficult. To resolve this problem, we introduce several design structures for

the parameters F and W. This leads to sum rate lower bounds that can be

computed using low complexity algorithms. In this section, we also discuss a

sum rate upper bound for the proposed MIMO relay system and derive the

maximum sum rate of the decode-and-forward strategy, neglecting the direct

link between the base station and the users.

4.3.1 All-pass Relay with Zero-Forcing Dirty Paper Coding (All-
Pass Relay Design)

A simple approach to design the relay is to treat it as an all-pass

amplify-forward unit, which we construct as follows W = gwIMr×Mr , where gw

(gw ≥ 0) represents the gain at the relay. All-pass relays have low hardware

complexity because they simply amplify the received signal for all antennas.
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We stack the channel vectors between the relay and the users into a

matrix H2 = [h1,2, ...,hNu,2]
T . The equivalent channel from the base station

side has the following form:

Heq = gwΠH2H1, (4.5)

which is a matrix of a dimension Nu × Mb. The matrix Π, which consists

of zeros and ones, performs permutation of the rows of the matrix H2H1.

Applying the QR decomposition [112],

Heq = gwGeqQeq (4.6)

where Geq is a lower triangular matrix of size Nu×Mb. The rank of the matrix

Geq is less than or equal to Mu = min{Mr,Mb, Nu}. The (Mu + 1)th to the

M th
b diagonal elements are zeros. The matrix Qeq is unitary. Thus a maximum

of Mu users can be served simultaneously using this scheme. The relaying gain

parameter gw is selected to satisfy the power constraints (4.2) and (4.3).

Let FFH = QH
eqΘQeq, where Θ = diag{p1, ..., pMu , 0, ..., 0} denotes the

powers allocated to the transmit streams. Hence F = QH
eqΘ

1/2X, where X is a

unitary matrix. We stack the powers in a vector p = [p1, ..., pMu ]T and define

gs = |gw|2, di = |gwGeq(i, i)|2 = gs|Geq(i, i)|2, where Geq(i, i) stands for the ith

diagonal element of the matrix Geq. We can compute the noise power at the

ith user as vi = ‖hi,2‖2gsσ
2
1 + σ2

2.

The relaying system is modelled as an equivalent MIMO broadcast

channel in (4.1). Thus coding schemes for the MIMO broadcast channel can
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be extended to the proposed system. We employ zero-forcing dirty paper

coding [15] for the all pass relay design. This gives a lower bound of the sum

capacity (the maximum achievable sum rate of the system). The sum rate

with the all pass relay design has the following form

R(p, gs) =
1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

dipi

vi

)

≥ 1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2

(
dipi

vi

)

= −1

2
log2

Mu∏
i=1

vid
−1
i p−1

i

= Rb(p, gs). (4.7)

The quantity Rb(p, gs) is a lower bound of the sum rate R(p, gs) and it closely

approximates R(p, gs) in the high SNR region. Using this quantity as our cost

function for optimization, we can formulate a geometric program, which has

a unique optimizer. A geometric program is a class of nonlinear optimization

problems characterized by objective and constraint functions that have a spe-

cial form [77][113]. A geometric program can be transformed into a convex

optimization via a bijective mapping. Then the convex optimizaton problem

can be solved efficiently.

Optimization Problem for All-Pass Relay Design

For each permutation Π, we can formulate a problem to maximize Rb(p, gs)
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subject to the transmit and relay power constraints,

minp,gs

1
2
log2

∏Mu

i=1 vid
−1
i p−1

i

s.t. Tr{H1Q
H
eqΘQeqH

H
1 + Iσ2

1}gs ≤ Pr,∑Mu

i=1 pi ≤ Pt, pi ≥ 0 ∀i, gs ≥ 0. (4.8)

We introduce the main result for the all-pass relay design in the following

proposition.

Proposition 4. The optimization problem in (4.8) is a geometric program.

Proof of Proposition 4 is given in Appendix C.1. An important obser-

vation is that the optimization problem in (4.8) has a unique optimizer since

it is a standard geometric program. We describe a standard algorithm to solve

this problem in Appendix C.2.

4.3.2 Design of the Eigen-Space of the Relaying Matrix (SVD Re-
lay Resign)

In this subsection, we propose a relay design approach that operates on

the eigen-space of the relaying matrix, which we call SVD relay design. This

design approach requires slightly more complex operations at the relay than

the all-pass structure. By allowing more degrees of freedom in the design, the

SVD relay structure provides a higher achievable sum rate than the all-pass

structure and thus a better lower bound.

Define H̄2 = ΠH2, which is a permutated version of the channel matrix.

Applying the QR decomposition and singular value decomposition (SVD) to
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the channel matrices H̄2 and H1, respectively, we have the following

H̄2 = G2Q2 (4.9)

where G2 is a lower triangular matrix and Q2 is unitary. This directly follows

from the QR decomposition [112]. Performing the singular value decomposi-

tion,

H1 = U1Σ1V
H
1 (4.10)

where both U1 and V1 are unitary, and the nonzero diagonal elements of the

matrix Σ1 are placed in descending order (
√

ν1 ≥ ... ≥ √νmin{Mb,Mr}).

We construct a diagonal matrix K such that KKH = diag{k1, ..., kMr}.
In our design, the linear processing matrix W is expressed with respect to K

as

W = QH
2 KUH

1 . (4.11)

The precoder is structured such that FFH = V1ΘVH
1 , where Θ is a diagonal

matrix as defined earlier for the all-pass relay design. The vector p includes

all nonzero diagonal elements of Θ. We jointly design p and k to adjust the

power allocation at the base station and at the relay.

Let d̄i = νiki|G2(i, i)|2. The noise term can be written as

vi =
i∑

j=1

|G2(i, j)|2kjσ
2
1 + σ2

2. (4.12)

The SNR at the ith user is denoted by ηi = d̄ipi

vi
. We assume zero-forcing dirty

paper coding for the SVD relay design. The sum rate of the system under the
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SVD relay design can be expressed as

R̄(p,k) =
1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2(1 + ηi)

=
1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

d̄ipi

vi

)

≥ 1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2

(
d̄ipi

vi

)

= −1

2
log2

Mu∏
i=1

vid̄
−1
i p−1

i

= R̄b(p,k) (4.13)

where R̄b(p,k) is the lower bound to the sum rate R̄(p,k). Notice that with

this particular relay structure, the relay power constraint equates

Tr{W(H1FFHHH
1 + Iσ2

1)W
H} =

Mu∑
i=1

ki(νipi + σ2
1). (4.14)

Optimization Problem for SVD Relay Design

For each user permutation Π, we formulate an optimization problem that

jointly maximizes the sum rate with respect to the parameters p and k as

maxp,k R̄b(p,k)

s.t.
∑Mu

i=1 ki(νipi + σ2
1) ≤ Pr,∑Mu

i=1 pi ≤ Pt, pi ≥ 0, ki ≥ 0 ∀i. (4.15)

This is also a geometric program. Using the transformation pt = log(p) and

kt = log(k), we are able to transform the problem in (4.15) into a convex

optimization [113]. This can be solved via standard iterative algorithms [77].
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The procedure is the same as the one that has been used for the all pass

relay design, thus we do not elaborate it here. We select the permutation that

provides the highest sum rate over all permutations.

4.3.3 Equal Transmit Power Allocation at the Base Station with
Relay Water Filling (Relay Water-filling)

The design algorithms proposed earlier formulate optimization prob-

lems that can be solved using geometric programming for all user permuta-

tions. The major issue is that using exhaustive search to find the optimum user

selection over all permutations is highly costly in computation. In this subsec-

tion, we first propose a lower bound of the maximum achievable sum rate with

dirty paper coding. We then present a reduced-complexity algorithm for user

selection based on this lower bound. Finally we propose a relaying strategy

using equal transmit power allocation at the base station with water-filling

at the relay. This problem is convex and can be solved using water-filling.

The proposed user selection and relay design algorithms lead to much lower

computation complexity than the previously proposed algorithms.

A Lower Bound of the Sum Rate We assume that all the users are

arranged in a permutation order Π. Then the base station selects the first

T users out of all users, where T ≤ Mu and Mu = min{Mr,Mb, Nu}. This

corresponds to operate on the first T rows of the aggregated channel matrix

H̄2 in (4.9). Equal power is allocated to the transmitted streams, thus each

stream is loaded with power Pt/T . We present the lower bound of the sum
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rate in the following proposition.

Proposition 5. A lower bound to the sum rate of the fixed relay system un-

der the consideration with equal power allocation to all streams is R̄l(k) =

1
2

∑T
i=1 log2(1 + η

(l)
i ), where η

(l)
i is a lower bound of the SNR at the ith user

η
(l)
i = ciki, (4.16)

where

ci =
νi|G2(i, i)|2Pt/T

‖hi,2‖2 Prσ2
1

νiPt/T+σ2
1

+ σ2
2

. (4.17)

Proof. Notice that with equal transmit power allocated to the streams at the

transmitter, the noise power at the ith user can be written as

vi =
i∑

j=1

|G2(i, j)|2kjσ
2
1 + σ2

2

≤
i∑

j=1

|G2(i, j)|2
i∑

j=1

kjσ
2
1 + σ2

2

≤ ‖hi,2‖2 Prσ
2
1

νiPt/T + σ2
1

+ σ2
2. (4.18)

The last step follows from that ‖hi,2‖2 =
∑i

j=1 |G2(i, j)|2 via the QR decom-

position. From the relay power constraint
∑T

j=1 kj

(
νj

Pt

T
+ σ2

1

) ≤ Pr, since

ν1 ≥ ... ≥ νT , we have
∑i

j=1 kj(νi
Pt

T
+ σ2

1) ≤
∑i

j=1 kj(νj
Pt

T
+ σ2

1) ≤ Pr.

Therefore, the SNR for the ith user denoted by ηi can be derived as

ηi =
νiki|G2(i, i)|2Pt/T

vi

≥ νiki|G2(i, i)|2Pt/T

‖hi,2‖2 Prσ2
1

νiPt/T+σ2
1

+ σ2
2

. (4.19)
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This gives a lower bound to the receive SNR and hence leads to a lower bound

of the sum capacity of the system.

This bound captures the effect of noise amplification for the second

link’s transmission. The denominator of the SNR does not depend on the

relay power allocation to the other streams.

A Greedy Reduced Complexity User Selection Algorithm When the

number of users Nu is large or Mu is large, it is costly to search over the

permutations of all users. It is of interest to study a user selection algorithm

to determine a permutation of the Mu users out of all the users. The algorithm

proposed here is a modification to the algorithm in [34][114]. The metric for

user selection is based on the lower bound to the SNR in (4.16). The set of

users is denoted by U = {1, 2, ..., Nu}. We elaborate the selection algorithm

here (the description follows [114]).

Algorithm 1: Reduced Complexity User Selection

1. Initialization

• Set n = 1.

• Let r1,u = ‖hu,2‖2

‖hu,2‖2
Prσ2

1
ν1Pt/Mu+σ2

1
+σ2

2

. Find a user s1 such that s1 =

arg maxu∈U r1,u.

• Let S1 = {s1}.

2. While n ≤Mu:
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• Increase n by 1.

• Project each remaining channel vector onto the orthogonal comple-

ment of the subspace spanned by the channels of the selected users.

The projection matrix is

P⊥
n = IMr −H2(Sn−1)

H(H2(Sn−1)H2(Sn−1)
H)−1H2(Sn−1) (4.20)

where IMr is the Mr ×Mr identity matrix, and H2(Sn−1) denotes

the row-reduced channel matrix consisting of the channel vectors of

the users selected in the first n− 1 steps

H2(Sn−1) = [hs1,2, ...,hsn−1,2]
T . (4.21)

Let τn,u = ‖hT
u,2P

⊥
n ‖2.

• Find a user sn such that

sn = arg max
u∈U\Sn−1

τn,u

‖hu,2‖2 Prσ2
1

νnPt/Mu+σ2
1

+ σ2
2

. (4.22)

• Set Sn = Sn−1 ∪ {sn}

3. Perform the optimization in (4.15).

This algorithm aims to select a group of Mu users who have good chan-

nel conditions. It has been shown in [34] that using this user selection algo-

rithm with zero-forcing dirty paper coding provides a sum rate that is very

close to the sum capacity of the MIMO broadcast channel. We illustrate the

performance gain of the proposed user selection algorithm in the simulations.
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Equal Power Allocation with Water-filling at the Relay After the

desired set of users have been determined, we propose an algorithm for the

relay design when equal power allocation is used. We first assume that Mu

streams are used in the system. The optimization problem that determines

the relay power vector k is the following

mink−1
2

∑Mu

i=1 log2(1 + ciki)∑Mu

i=1 ki(νiPt/Mu + σ2
1) ≤ Pr

ki ≥ 0 ∀i. (4.23)

Let us denote mi = νiPt/Mu + σ2
1. Using Lagrangian methods, the solution to

this problem is water-filling according to

ki =
1

mi

(
μ− mi

ci

)+

, i = 1, ...,Mu, (4.24)

Mu∑
i=1

miki = Pr, (4.25)

where μ is a constant and (x)+ is defined as

(x)+ =

{
x if x ≥ 0
0 if x ≤ 0

. (4.26)

When ki is determined to be 0 for some streams, we want to conserve

power for these channels. The number of streams T can be recomputed as

T =
∑Mu

i=1 I{ki > 0}, where I{·} is the indicator function. The group of users

are identified as S = {t1, ..., tT} from the Mu users, where ti ∈ {1, 2, ...,Mu}.
With this selection of S, we perform the QR decomposition to the matrix
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H2(S) and we have H2(S) = G2(S)Q2(S). An optimization is formulated as

mink−1
2

∑T
i=1 log2(1 + c̃iki)∑T

i=1 ki(νiPt/T + σ2
1) ≤ Pr, ki ≥ 0 ∀i, (4.27)

where c̃i is defined as c̃i = νi|G2(S)(i,i)|2Pt/T

‖hi,2‖2
Prσ2

1
νiPt/T+σ2

1
+σ2

2

. This optimization problem can be

solved using the water-filling algorithm, which provides the optimum solution

for the relay coefficients k. In summary, the proposed procedure for the relay

design involves a two-step water-filling.

4.3.4 A Sum Rate Upper Bound for the Proposed Relaying Strate-
gies

The ergodic capacity of the MIMO channel, which we denote by C1(H1),

can be derived from the following optimization

maxQ log2 |I + 1
σ2
1
H1QHH

1 |

s.t. Q � 0, Tr{Q} ≤ Pt. (4.28)

The optimum solution is given by water-filling [2]. An upper bound of the sum

rate for the proposed algorithms is presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 6. When the direct connection between the BS and the users is

neglected, an upper bound of the sum rate of the non-decode-and-forward

relaying is 1
2
C1(H1).

Proof. We assume that the channel state information H1 and H2 is per-

fectly known. The mutual information of the signal vector transmitted by
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the base station s and the signal vector transmitted by the relay s̃ is de-

noted by I(s; s̃). The mutual information of s and the received signal at

all users is I(s; x1, ..., xNu). By the data processing inequality [9], we have

I(s; x1, ..., xNu) ≤ I(s; s̃). Hence the average sum rate of the non-decode-

and-forward relaying is upper bounded by the ergodic capacity of the MIMO

channel normalized by the time-sharing factor 1
2
, i.e., 1

2
C1(H1).

4.3.5 Maximum Sum Rate of Decode-and-Forward Relaying

The capacity of the second link C2(H2), which is the MIMO broadcast

channel, can be derived from the following optimization

maxD∈A log2 |I + 1
σ2
2
HH

2 DH2| (4.29)

where A is the set of Nu ×Nu diagonal matrices with Tr{D} ≤ Pr [18].

For comparison, we compute the sum rate of decode and forward relay-

ing. Let the time-sharing factor be t (0 ≤ t ≤ 1), we have an achievable rate

for the decode and forward scheme as

Rdf (t) = min{tC1(H1), (1− t)C2(H2)}

=

{
tC1(H1) if t ≤ C2(H2)

C1(H1)+C2(H2)
,

(1− t)C2(H2) otherwise.
(4.30)

The maximum sum rate of decode-and-forward relaying (denoted by Cdf ), is

thus

Cdf = max
0≤t≤1

Rdf (t)

=
C1(H1)C2(H2)

C1(H1) + C2(H2)
. (4.31)
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This is the best achievable sum rate for the decode and forward relaying,

neglecting the direct link between the base station and the users. We will

compare this result with the sum rates derived from the proposed relaying

schemes in the simulations. Another comparison is made between the proposed

relaying schemes and the minimum of the first and the second link capacity

1
2
min{C1(H1), C2(H2)}. This method is named “Equal-time-sharing Decode-

and-forward”.

4.4 An Implementation of the MIMO Fixed Relay Sys-
tem

In the previous section, we discussed sum rate bounds based on dirty

paper coding. Though information theoretic coding techniques are not imple-

mentable in real systems, the proposed relay structures and the concept of us-

ing dirty paper coding can be adopted. In this section, we address transceiver

design aspects of the MIMO fixed relay system. We first compare the complex-

ity of the MIMO fixed relay system using linear processing with a decode-and-

forward relaying model and then discuss feedback of channel state information.

These aim to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed relaying architecture.

Then we propose a relay design using Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP)

[26] as a specific transceiver solution for the system. Using THP follows the

idea of zero-forcing dirty paper coding [26], and is implementable in the com-

munication systems. The proposed THP architecture also combines adaptive

modulation with square M-QAM modulation and adaptive stream selection
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based on instantaneous channel conditions.

4.4.1 Comments on Complexity Reduction at the Relay

The proposed MIMO fixed relay system only requires linear processing

on the downlink signal. We compare the complexity of the relay station for

the proposed system and a decode and forward relaying system (concatenated

system) as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

The decode-and-forward relaying system concatenates the MIMO trans-

mission from the base station (BS) to the relay station (RS) and the MIMO

broadcast transmission (MIMO BC) from the RS to the users. The BS per-

forms MIMO encoding based on the channel information of the link between

the BS and the RS. The RS decodes the signal from the base station and

performs scheduling for the users’ that are within the coverage of the RS.

Then it encodes the data for the selected users and broadcasts it using MIMO

broadcast channel coding, e.g., dirty paper coding. We assume that MIMO

transmission from the BS to the RS is conducted on the eigen-modes of the

channel. This requires matrix multiplications at the BS and at the RS using

the unitary matrices decomposed from the SVD of the MIMO channel matrix.

The complexity of the relay for the proposed system and the concatenated sys-

tem is compared in the following table. From Table 4.1, we observe that the

complexity of the RS is significantly lower for the proposed system compared

to the concatenated system.
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Figure 4.2: A MIMO relay system that concatenates a MIMO channel and
a MIMO broadcast channel. At the base station, the encoder performs error
correction coding and modulation. At the relay, MIMO decoding is done along
with decoding of the error correction code. The MIMO BC encoder performs
error correction coding, dirty paper coding and MIMO precoding along with
adaptive modulation coding.

Table 4.1: Complexity Comparison of the RS
RS Operation Items Proposed System Concatenated System

Matrix Computation Yes (matrix multiplication) Yes (SVD operation)
Error decoding No Yes

(e.g.,Turbo decoding) (high complexity)
Multiuser BC encoding No Yes
(e.g.,dirty paper coding) (BS takes this functionality) (high complexity)

Scheduling Maybe Yes
(user selection and adaptive modulation and coding) (May use additional scheduling at the BS) (high complexity)
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4.4.2 Feedback of Channel State Information

To design the relay parameters, channel information between the users

and the relay and between the relay and the BS is required. We study two

scenarios where either the BS performs the optimization or the relay performs

the optimization to determine the relaying matrix and the precoding matrix.

We propose operational procedures for these scenarios.

In the first scenario, we assume that channel information between the

users and the relay and between the relay and the BS can be collected at the

BS, and the BS makes centralized decision to determine the relay matrix and

the precoding matrix. The relay may use channel reciprocity or a feedback

mechanism to convey information about these parameters. For example, the

base station sends a channel information inquiry to the mobile users, and

the mobile users send the information to the relay; the relay then forwards

the data to the base station. A well-known approach for feedback is using

vector quantization or limited feedback [13][115]. Each user sends back its

channel information in a quantized format. Another method for feedback

is via uplink channel sounding. Users feed back their sounding waveforms

in the uplink message [116]. In our initial study, we assume that perfect

channel information is available at the base station. Once the optimal relay

processing coefficients are determined, the base station may configure the relay

via downlink signalling.

In the second case, the relay collects the channel information from the

mobile users using quantized feedback or uplink channel sounding. It can also
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measure the channel between the BS and the relay. Optimization is carried

out in the relay. When the precoding matrix is computed, the relay feeds back

this quantity to the BS. The relay also configures the relaying matrix using

the optimum solution from the optimization. When the number of mobile

users is large, feedback of exact channel information between the relay and

mobiles users may become a significant overhead. In the second case, channel

information between the relay and the mobile users do not need to be fed back

to the BS from the relay. Therefore, the amount of feedback from the relay to

the BS in the second case is much lower than the first case for large number

of mobile users.

4.4.3 Multiuser Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding for Fixed Relay
Systems

In this subsection, we discuss adopting Tomlinson-Harashima precoding

(THP) in the fixed relay system. We also utilize adaptive modulation with

square M-QAM modulation, which works with THP, to maximize the sum

spectral efficiency. We call this scheme Tomlinson-Harashima precoding with

adaptive modulation (THP-AMC). For simplicity, we do not consider forward

error coding for this scheme.

The diagram of the THP is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. We focus on the

implementation of the THP along with the SVD based designs at the relay.

A feedback loop is employed at the base station to perform the Tomlinson-
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Figure 4.3: The multiuser MIMO relay system using Tomlinson-Harashima
precoding.

Harashima precoding. It is constructed based on the following factorization

B = D2G2 (4.32)

where D2 is a diagonal matrix D2 = diag{G2(1, 1)−1, ...,G2(Mu,Mu)
−1}. This

guarantees that the diagonal elements of the matrix B are ones.

We select the users using the algorithm described in Section 4.3.3. This

algorithm significantly lowers the complexity of user selection. In this section,

we focus on the algorithms that adaptively determine the QAM modulation

of this system.
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Given Mu selected users, we assume that equal power is allocated to

the input streams of the THP. To simplify the implementation complexity, we

do not use different power-loading for the streams in this system. Thus the

signal to noise ratio at the ith receiver can be derived as

ηi =
d̄iPt

Muvi

. (4.33)

Using the TH precoder enables the base station to multicast data streams to

different users. The symbol error rate (SER) with M-QAM modulation for

THP can be approximated as [26]

SERi ≈ KiQ

(√
3ηi

2Ri

)
(4.34)

where Ri denotes the data rate when the QAM with size Mi = 2Ri is used.

Notice that a factor ( 2Ri

2Ri−1
) is contained in the SER expression to account

for the power penalty of using THP [26]. Here Ki denotes the number of

nearest neighbors associated with the periodic extended QAM constellation,

and Ki = 4 for Mi ≥ 4. For user i, a target SER is specified as SERt
i. The

condition that SERi ≤ SERt
i is equivalent to SNRi = 3ηi

2Ri
≥ SNRt

i, where SNRt
i

is the target SNR for the ith user. This implies that

Ri ≤ log2

(
3ηi

SNRt
i

)
= log2(ηi) + log2(3)− log2(SNRt

i). (4.35)

Hence the sum rate is bounded by

1

2

Mu∑
i=1

Ri ≤ 1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2(ηi) +
Mu

2
log2(3)− 1

2

Mu∑
i=1

log2(SNRt
i), (4.36)
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where the QAM constellation set is restricted to be M = {1, 2, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024},
hence the rate set RT = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}.

Clearly, by maximizing the quantity
∑Mu

i=1 log2(ηi), we may have higher

sum rate. For simplicity of computation, we design the relay coefficients by

maximizing the capacity lower bound
∑Mu

i=1 log2(η
(l)
i ). This formulation leads

to a closed-form solution that can be easily computed.

The optimization problem is formulated as

mink−1
2

∑Mu

i=1 log2(ciki)

s.t.
∑Mu

i=1 ki(νiPt/Mu + σ2
1) ≤ Pr, ki ≥ 0 ∀i. (4.37)

The closed-form solution to this problem is given as ki = Pr

Mumi
, where mi =

νiPt/Mu + σ2
1.

After we find the optimum k, the rate for the ith user is obtained by

truncating log2(ηi) + log2(3)− log2(SNRt
i) to the nearest point on the feasible

rate set RT that is no greater than log2(ηi) + log2(3)− log2(SNRt
i).

We may obtain Ri = 0 for some stream. It implies that this user’s

channel supports no suitable QAM modulation. Therefore, we may drop this

stream and update the total number of streams (T ) that will be simultaneously

served by the base station. Notice that initially T = Mu. The entire algorithm

is described as follows

Algorithm 2: THP-AMC

Select S (the set of user indices with Mu users) based on the

algorithm in Section 4.3.3,
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and let T = Mu.

While Not (Ri > 0, ∀i ∈ S) or (S is empty)

Update T ←∑T
i=1 I{Ri > 0};

Update S ← ∀i ∈ S,Ri > 0 while preserving the user

ordering in the S.

Perform (4.37) with the updated S and T ;

Determine Ri by the truncation;

End

Some remarks are given on the multiuser Tomlinson-Harashima pre-

coding in the fixed relay systems.

• The architecture does not require the decoding operation at the relay.

The encoding and decoding are carried at the ends — the base station

and the users. Therefore, the implementation complexity and the pro-

cessing latency can be significantly lowered compared to the conventional

decode and forward strategy.

• The users are selected by the reduced complexity algorithm (Algorithm

1 in Section 4.3). This is much simpler than an exhaustive search over

the entire user set.

• Adaptive modulation is proposed to load the spatial streams of the TH

precoder. The number of streams and the QAM modulation are both

dynamically selected based on the channel state information.
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• The TH precoder is a general architecture for downlink broadcast chan-

nel. It can be shared by non-relaying users and the relaying users.

4.5 Simulation Results

We assume that the channel between the BS and the relay H1 and

the channel between the relay and the mobile users H2 follow i.i.d. complex

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variances α and 1 respectively. The

Monte Carlo simulations are conducted in MATLAB. The parameters for the

simulations are described in the captions of the simulation results. The pa-

rameter α represents the path loss for the first MIMO link. We set it to be

0.05 in the simulations. The total transmit power at the base station is Pt and

the total power at the relay is Pr. We set Pt = Pr = 1 in the simulations. Here

the signal to noise ratio SNR’s are defined as SNR1 = αPt

σ1
and SNR2 = Pr

σ2
,

respectively, representing the average receive SNR’s at the receive antennas.

The parameters σ1 and σ2 are the noise variances. In the simulations, we make

the quantities SNR1 and SNR2 equal to each other. This implies that the path

losses are the same for the first and the second link.

In the simulations, we first compare the sum rate of the relaying strate-

gies with the upper bound derived earlier. We illustrate the sum rate of the

proposed schemes in Fig. 4.4. For this result, ten simulations are performed

and each of the simulation is averaged over 100 channel realizations. We illus-

trate the means of the 10 data samples obtained from the simulations versus

the SNR. The standard deviations are also computed with these data samples
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and are illustrated in the figure. The proposed two algorithms (all pass re-

lay design and SVD relay design) give sum rate performance that is close to

the upper bound derived earlier. The SVD relay design outperforms the all

pass relay design by having more degrees of freedom in designing the relay.

When the capacity of the second link becomes higher than the first link, the

performance gap of the decode-forward and the upper bound increases. The

reason is that using optimal time sharing, a larger portion of time is allo-

cated to the poor link. This eases the bottle neck effects caused by the poor

link. We also compare the achievable sum rates of the proposed relay designs

with the rate achieved by 1
2
min{C1(H1), C2(H2)} (equal-time-sharing decode-

and-forward). The performance gap between the proposed schemes and the

equal-time-sharing decode-and-forward method is not significant as the SNR

increases.

To observe the sum rate increase with multiple antennas, we fix equal

number of transmit antennas at the base station and receive antennas at the

relay. For this result, we also perform ten simulations and each of the simula-

tion is averaged over 100 channel realizations. From Fig. 4.5, we observe that

the average capacities of the proposed schemes increase with the number of

antennas as expected for all schemes. The performance gap between the SVD

based design and the relay water-filling algorithm, however, increases with the

number of antennas. The sum rate of the relay design that uses equal power

transmission at the BS with relay water-filling is close to the SVD based de-

sign. It is a good strategy to use equal power allocation at the base station
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Figure 4.4: Sum rate vs. SNR of the proposed schemes for the number of
antennas at the BS Mb = 2, the number of antennas at the RS Mr = 3 and
the number of users Nu = 5.
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Figure 4.5: Sum rate vs. number of antennas of the proposed schemes vs. the
number of antennas at the relay for Mb = Mr (the BS and the RS have equal
number of antennas), the number of users Nu = 5 and the signal to noise ratio
for the first and second link SNR = 20dB.

and only allocate power of the relay based on the channel conditions.

For the rest of the results, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations over

200 channel realizations for one time. Because the standard deviation is very

small as observed from the previous experiments with 100 channel realizations

for each simulation, we avoid the extensive simulation execution for computing

the standard deviations over data samples.

We simulate the performance of the relaying THP with adaptive modu-

lation. The sum rate of this scheme is compared with the information theoretic

sum rates as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. This characterizes the average sum spec-

tral efficiency of the relaying THP. The target symbol error rates for all streams
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Figure 4.6: The performance of the Tomlinson-Harashima precoding with
adaptive modulation and stream selection in the fixed relay system for the
number of antennas at the BS Mb = 2, the number of antennas at the RS
Mr = 3 and the number of users Nu = 5. The target SER is 10−2 for all users.
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Figure 4.7: The symbol error rate performance of the Tomlinson-Harashima
precoding with adaptive modulation and stream selection in the fixed relay
system for the number of antennas at the BS Mb = 2, the number of antennas
at the RS Mr = 3 and the number of users Nu = 5.

are set to be 10−2 in this experiment. The sum rate gap arises from the use

of discrete QAM modulation. We perform Monte Carlo simulation to study

the SER performance. The SER is controlled to be less than the target SER

from Fig. 4.7. This shows that the adaptation meets the SER requirements

in most of the SNR region.

We plot the sum rate vs. the number of users in Fig. 4.8. The sum

rate increases with the number of users. The user selection algorithm captures

good multiuser diversity gain in this scenario. We also observe that the rate

adaptation based on the reduced complexity user selection algorithm and the

THP with AMC is a good strategy to achieve good multiuser diversity gain.
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Figure 4.8: Sum rate vs. number of users of the proposed schemes for the
number of antennas at the BS Mb = 2 and the number of antennas at the
relay Mr = 3. The SNR is fixed to be 20 dB for both links.
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4.6 Summary of Contributions

In this chapter, we investigated the design problem of using two hop

transmission through one non-decode-and-forward MIMO fixed relay for cov-

erage enhancement in cellular networks. The relay uses linear signal processing

to process the received signal and forward it to multiple users. This relaying

strategy leverages MIMO technology to achieve high spectral efficiency and it

does not require decoding and re-encoding of the real-time data at the relay.

We studied the scenario where both the base station and the relay employ

multiple antennas and each mobile user has one antenna.

Our study on this system was performed in both the information the-

oretics and the transceiver design. This provides a comprehensive solution

for engineering the MIMO fixed relay system. We proposed upper and lower

bounds on the achievable sum rate for this architecture assuming zero forc-

ing dirty paper coding at the base station, neglecting the direct links from

the base station to the users, and with certain structure in the relay. Mo-

tivated by the relay designs that are used to derive the achievable sum rate

in the information theoretics, we also proposed an implementable system ar-

chitecture. This architecture combines Tomlinson-Harashima precoding with

adaptive modulation to adaptively determine the number of transmit streams

and the QAM modulation. We also discussed solutions for feedback of channel

information in the proposed systems. Through extensive simulations, we ob-

served that the proposed system achieves sum rate performance that is close

to decode-and-forward relaying though decoding is not required at the relay.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Using multiple antennas in the downlink of cellular systems has been

well recognized as a promising means to enhance the system capacity. De-

signing the multiple antenna downlink, however, is a challenging task. This

dissertation studied the design issues at both the physical layer and medium

access layer for this system. In particular, three problems concerned with

feedback reduction, interference suppression and relay-aided broadcast were

investigated.

Chapter 2 presented a solution on scheduling and feedback reduction in

the MIMO downlink. Multiuser diversity based scheduling requires feedback

of channel information from the mobile users to the base station. The limited

amount of resource in the uplink feedback channel, however, poses challenges

on implementing feedback strategies for a large number of users. This chap-

ter studied scheduling for the spatial multiplexing system with linear receivers.

This decouples the downlink MIMO channel into multiple parallel spatial chan-

nels. The proposed strategy uses a contention based feedback for each spatial

channel. Feedback is controlled by two parameters, i.e., a channel quality

threshold and a feedback probability. The tail mass of users’ channel distri-
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butions is used as the channel quality threshold. Using this channel quality

metric achieves temporal fairness for this system. Iterative algorithms were

proposed to select the feedback parameters to maximize the sum throughput

of the downlink.

Per-antenna scheduling in the multiple antenna downlink is simple to

implement and it achieves a promising sum throughput for the downlink. This

strategy, however, does not take advantages of precoding with multiple anten-

nas. Optimum precoding strategy at the base station requires the channel

state information of all users. Combining precoding with a contention based

feedback strategy looks like a promising research direction.

Chapter 3 presented the design of a space-time receiver that uses mul-

tiple antennas to suppress the asynchronous interference from other cells in

the OFDM downlink. The receiver uses a two stage interference suppression

in the time domain and frequency domain to combat the asynchronous in-

terferences. Design algorithms that configure the equalizer coefficients in the

time domain and the frequency domain are proposed under the assumptions of

perfect channel information or with training sequences. The formulation took

both the error rate and capacity into consideration. For the training based

system design, a novel algorithm that estimates the frequency offsets using

training sequences was proposed.

The computation cost associated with equalizer design and frequency

offset estimation for the receiver studied in this chapter may be expensive for

real-time implementations. Future work will focus on reducing the implemen-
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tation cost of the design algorithms. Literature on real-time equalization in

digital subscriber line (DSL) systems may give sights on the implementation

issue of this receiver.

The proposed receiver is a multiple antenna linear receiver designed

for frequency selective channels with cochannel interference. It supports per-

antenna based transmission. Clearly, the proposed framework in Chapter 2

for MIMO scheduling and feedback with linear receivers can be applied to this

system. Another future direction is to evaluate the receiver design from an

overall downlink throughput perspective.

Chapter 4 proposed a novel relay-aided broadcast system that uses

fixed relays with linear signal processing. This system is designed to improve

coverage for users under heavy signal attenuation. The system design prob-

lem was approached from both the information theoretic perspective and the

transceiver design perspective. Results on lower and upper bounds of achiev-

able sum rates were presented in this chapter. Reduced complexity algorithms

are proposed to compute the bounds. From an implementation perspective,

a Tomlinson-Harashima precoding strategy with adaptive QAM modulation

and stream selection is proposed. The adaptive solution is simple and allows

useful performance improvement for this system.

The results in Chapter 4 are for the relay system design with single

receive antenna at each user. Generalizing this work to the multiple receive

antenna case is a future research direction. Assuming linear precoding is used

at both the base station and the relay, this system resembles the broadcast
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system studied in Chapter 2. Henceforth, another aspect is to study the relay-

aided broadcast with the feedback schemes as proposed in Chapter 2 as the

future work.

This dissertation studied three design problems of multiple antenna

downlink. The proposed solutions enhance throughput or error rate perfor-

mance of the downlink system. These solutions can be applied to existing or

future cellular communication systems such as the IEEE 802.16 systems.
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Appendix A

Appendix of Chapter 2

A.1 Derivation of the Average Sum Rate Expression

We use binary random variable Sj to denote the event that the jth user

is selected at the base station on the first spatial channel. When Sj takes 1,

the jth user is selected. We denote the number of users whose channel quality

on the first channel is below the threshold η1 by T . Thus the conditional

probability that the base station captures one or more feedback packets in any

of the feedback minislots given ξ1 = x can be represented as

Pc(T ) =

min{Mt,T}∑
u=1

(
T
u

)
pu

1(1− p1)
T−u (A.1)

where T =
∑N

u=1 I{α1,u > η1} and I{·} denotes the indicator function.

Thus the conditional probability of Sj = 1 given ξ1 = x is

P{Sj = 1|ξ1 = x} =
1

T
(1− [1− Pc(T )]K)I{T > 0, α1,j < η1}

+
1

N
[1− Pc(T )]KI{0 ≤ T ≤ N − 1, α1,j ≥ η1}.(A.2)

Notice that the first term in the summation represents the probability of the

jth user being selected given its channel quality is below the threshold through

the random access. The second term gives the probability of the jth user
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being selected given its channel quality is above the threshold. In this case,

it is selected due to random selection at the base station when all feedback

packages collide through all minislots or the channel quality of all users are

above the threshold.

Based on (2.5) and (A.2), the joint probability density function of ξ1,j,

Sj and T (here, T represents a random variable ) can be derived as

Pd{ξ1,j = x, Sj = 1, T = m} = fξ1,j
(x)P̄ (m)I{m > 0, α < η1}+ fξ1,j

(x)

× P (m)I{0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1, α ≥ η1} (A.3)

where

P̄ (m) =

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
ηm−1

1 (1−η1)
N−m{ 1

m
(1− [1−Pc(m)]K)+

1

N
[1−Pc(m)]K}

(A.4)

P (m) =

(
N − 1

m

)
ηm

1 [1− η1)]
N−m−1 1

N
[1− Pc(m)]K (A.5)

where α = 1− Fξ1,j
(x). Also we have x = F−1

ξ1,j
(1− α).

Based on the probability density function in (A.3), the average system

capacity of the first spatial channel can be derived as

C(p1, η1) =
N∑

j=1

Cj(p1, η1)

=
N∑

j=1

E[log2(1 + ξ1,j)I{Sj = 1}]

=
N∑

j=1

(C̄j(p1, η1) + Cj(p1, η1)) (A.6)
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where C(p1, η1) represents the average sum rate on the first spatial channel, pa-

rameterized by p1 and η1. Based on (A.3), we have C̄j(p1, η1) = R̄j

∑N
m=1 P̄ (m)

and Cj(p1, η1) = Rj

∑N−1
m=0 P (m).

A.2 Derivative Expression of the Average Sum Rate

∂C̄j

∂p1

= −R̄j

N∑
m=1

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
ηm−1

1 (1−η1)
N−mK(

1

N
− 1

m
)[1−Pc(m)]K−1∂Pc(m)

∂p1

,

(A.7)

∂Cj

∂p1

= −Rj

N−1∑
m=0

(
N − 1

m

)
ηm

1 (1−η1)
N−m−1K

N
[1−Pc(m)]K−1∂Pc(m)

∂p1

, (A.8)

∂C̄j

∂η1

=
∂R̄j

∂η1

N∑
m=1

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
ηm−1

1 (1− η1)
N−m

× { 1

m
+ (

1

N
− 1

m
)[1− Pc(m)]K}

+ R̄j

N∑
m=2

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
(m− 1)ηm−2

1 (1− η1)
N−m{ 1

m
+ (

1

N
− 1

m
)[1− Pc(m)]K}

− R̄j

N−1∑
m=1

(
N − 1
m− 1

)
(N −m)ηm−1

1 (1− η1)
N−m−1

× { 1

m
+ (

1

N
− 1

m
)[1− Pc(m)]K}, (A.9)
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∂C

∂η1

=
∂Rj

∂η1

N−1∑
m=0

(
N − 1

m

)
ηm

1 (1− η1)
N−m−1 1

N
[1− Pc(m)]K

+ Rj

N−1∑
m=1

(
N − 1

m

)
mηm−1

1 (1− η1)
N−m−1 1

N
[1− Pc(m)]K

− Rj

N−2∑
m=0

(
N − 1

m

)
(N −m− 1)ηm

1 (1− η1)
N−m−2

× 1

N
[1− Pc(m)]K . (A.10)
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Appendix B

Appendix of Chapter 3

B.1 Derivative for the Cost Function of Min-SER

We denote the real part of any quantity as (·)r or Re{·} and the imag-

inary part as (·)i or Im{·}. From (3.23), given a selection matrix Ci, we can

write the derivative of the cost function with respect to tr
i as the following

∂gi(ti,Ci)

∂tr
i

=
1

|Si|
∑
p∈Si

[
1

|fi,i(p)|2
(

∂Gi(p, p)

∂wr
i

∂wr
i

∂tr
i

+
∂Gi(p, p)

∂wi
i

∂wi
i

∂tr
i

)

− Gi(p, p)

|fi,i(p)|4
(

∂|fi,i(p)|2
∂wr

i

∂wr
i

∂tr
i

+
∂|fi,i(p)|2

∂wi
i

∂wi
i

∂tr
i

)]
(B.1)

∂gi(ti,Ci)

∂ti
i

=
1

|Si|
∑
p∈Si

[
1

|fi,i(p)|2
(

∂Gi(p, p)

∂wr
i

∂wr
i

∂ti
i

+
∂Gi(p, p)

∂wi
i

∂wi
i

∂ti
i

)

− Gi(p, p)

|fi,i(p)|4
(

∂|fi,i(p)|2
∂wr

i

∂wr
i

∂ti
i

+
∂|fi,i(p)|2

∂wi
i

∂wi
i

∂ti
i

)]
. (B.2)

∂Gi

∂wi(l)r
= 2σ2

n

Mr∑
j=1

QΘ(εi, N, 0)∗Re

{
∂Wi,j

∂wi(l)r
WH

i,j

}
Θ(εi, N, 0)QH (B.3)

∂Gi

∂wi(l)i
= 2σ2

n

Mr∑
j=1

QΘ(εi, N, 0)∗Re

{
∂Wi,j

∂wi(l)i
WH

i,j

}
Θ(εi, N, 0)QH (B.4)
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We also have the derivatives of the matrix Wi,j with respect to the real and

imaginary parts of the lth component wi(l) of the vector wi

∂Wi,j

∂wi(l)r
=

⎡
⎢⎣ 0 ... 1 ... 0

...
...

. . . . . .
...

0 ... ... 1 ...

⎤
⎥⎦ ∂Wi,j

∂wi(l)i
=

⎡
⎢⎣ 0 ... i ... 0

...
...

. . . . . .
...

0 ... ... i ...

⎤
⎥⎦ .

(B.5)

Let (q(p))T be the pth row of the matrix Q̄, thus

∂|fi,i(p)|2
∂wr

i

= [2fi,i(p)rRe{(q(p))T CiH
T}+ 2fi,i(p)iIm{(q(p))T CiH

T}] (B.6)

∂|fi,i(p)|2
∂wi

i

= [−2fi,i(p)rIm{(q(p))T CiH
T}+ 2fi,i(p)iRe{(q(p))T CiH

T}]. (B.7)

∂wr
i

∂tr
i

= Re{Us
i (:, 2 : (De + 1))} (B.8)

∂wi
i

∂tr
i

= Im{Us
i (:, 2 : (De + 1))} (B.9)

∂wr
i

∂ti
i

= −Im{Us
i (:, 2 : (De + 1))} (B.10)

∂wi
i

∂ti
i

= Re{Us
i (:, 2 : (De + 1))} (B.11)

B.2 The Derivative of the MMSE Cost Function With
Respect to the Frequency Offset

For a given Δ, the characteristic polynomial of the matrix M(ε, Δ) is

given as

φ(λ, ε) = det(λI−M(ε, Δ)). (B.12)
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Let λ̂ be the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix M(ε, Δ), and ẑ be the corre-

sponding eigenvector. It must satisfy the characteristic equation

φ(λ̂, ε) = 0. (B.13)

Taking derivative to the implicit function with respect to ε , we have

∂φ

∂λ

∂λ

∂ε
+

∂φ

∂ε
= 0. (B.14)

Thus we have

∂λ̂

∂ε
= −

(
∂φ

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ̂

)−1
∂φ

∂ε

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ̂

. (B.15)

Notice that we assume that ∂φ
∂λ

∣∣
λ=λ̂
�= 0 here, and it is equivalent to having

the smallest eigenvalue without multiplicity. In particular,

∂φ

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ̂

= Tr[adj(λ̂I−M(ε, Δ))] (B.16)

∂φ

∂ε

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ̂

= −Tr

[
adj(λ̂I−M(ε, Δ))

∂M(ε, Δ)

∂ε

]
, (B.17)

where Tr(·) denotes the trace of any matrix, and adj(·) stands for the classical

adjoint of any matrix. We can obtain that adj(λ̂I−M(ε, Δ)) = ẑẑH , since

ẑẑH(λ̂I−M(ε, Δ)) = 0 = det(λ̂I−M(ε, Δ)). (B.18)

Simply, we have

∂λ̂

∂ε
= ẑH ∂M(ε, Δ)

∂ε
ẑ. (B.19)

Notice that ∂M(ε,Δ)
∂ε

can be derived from the derivative of Pj,i(ε, Δ, b) with

respect to ε as

∂Pj,i(ε, Δ, b)

∂ε
= QΘ(−ε, Δ, b)J(b)Rj(b, Δ) (B.20)

where J = diag{−j2π(N + LCP )b, ...,−j2π[(N + LCP )b + N − 1]}.
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B.3 Derivative of the Training-based Equalizer Design

Let us define the real and imaginary parts of the vector pi as pr
i and

pi
i, and gi = [1,pT

i ]T . We denote

γ(pi) = gH
i Kigi (B.21)

where we drop the parameters to simplify the notation. From (3.46), the

derivative of the cost function with respect to pr
i and pi

i can be derived as

∂γ(pi)

∂pr
i

=
∂γ(pi)

∂f r
i

∂f r
i

∂pr
+

∂γ(pi)

∂f i
i

∂f i
i

∂pr
(B.22)

∂γ(pi)

∂pi
i

=
∂γ(pi)

∂f r
i

∂f r
i

∂pi
+

∂γ(pi)

∂f i
i

∂f i
i

∂pi
. (B.23)

Ki(εi, Δi,bi,i) = DH
i [Λ̄i − Λ̄iPi(εi, Δi)(Pi(εi, Δi)

HΛ̄iPi(εi, Δi))
−1

·Pi(εi, Δi)
HΛ̄i]Di. (B.24)

Let ki(b) =
[

vi(0,b)∗
fi,i(0)

, ..., vi(N−1,b)∗
fi,i(N−1)

]H

and vi(b) = [vi(0, b), ..., vi(N −1, b)]T , thus

γ(pi) =
K−1∑
b=0

‖vi(b)‖2 − [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]Pi(P
H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i

× [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]H (B.25)

where vi = [vi(0), ..., vi(N −1)]T is the transmitted data of the ith stream. We

can derive the following

∂γ(pi)

∂fi,i(l)r
= −2Re

{[
∂ki(0)H

∂fi,i(l)r
, ...,

∂ki(K − 1)H

∂fi,i(l)r

]
Pi(P

H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i

· [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]H
}

−[ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]Pi(P
H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i

∂Λ̄i

∂fi,i(l)r

·Pi(P
H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]H (B.26)
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∂γ(pi)

∂fi,i(l)i
= −2Re

{[
∂ki(0)H

∂fi,i(l)i
, ...,

∂ki(K − 1)H

∂fi,i(l)i

]
Pi(P

H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i

· [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]H
}

−[ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]Pi(P
H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i

∂Λ̄i

∂fi,i(l)i

·Pi(P
H
i Λ̄iPi)

−1PH
i [ki(0)H , ...,ki(K − 1)H ]H (B.27)

where

∂ki(b)

∂fi,i(l)r
= [0, ...,−vi(l, b)

∗

fi,i(l)2
, ..., 0]H (B.28)

∂ki(b)

∂fi,i(l)i
= [0, ...,−i

vi(l, b)
∗

fi,i(l)2
, ..., 0]H (B.29)

∂Λ̄i

∂fi,i(l)r
= IK×K ⊗ diag{0, ..., 2fi,i(l)r, ..., 0} (B.30)

∂Λ̄i

∂fi,i(l)i
= IK×K ⊗ diag{0, ..., 2fi,i(l)i, ..., 0}. (B.31)

Also we have
∂f r

i,i

∂pr
i

= Re{Q̄(:, 2 : (LCP + 1))} (B.32)

∂f i
i,i

∂pr
i

= Im{Q̄(:, 2 : (LCP + 1))} (B.33)

∂f r
i,i

∂pi
i

= −Im{Q̄(:, 2 : (LCP + 1))} (B.34)

∂f i
i,i

∂pi
i

= Re{Q̄(:, 2 : (LCP + 1))}. (B.35)
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Appendix C

Appendix of Chapter 4

C.1 Proof of Proposition 4

From equation (4.8), we notice that the cost function

Rb(p, gs) =
Mu∏
i=1

vid
−1
i p−1

i

=
Mu∏
i=1

(‖hi,2‖2gsσ
2
1 + σ2

2)g
−1
s |Geq(i, i)|−2p−1

i

=
Mu∑
t=0

atg
−t
s

Mu∏
i=1

p−1
i (C.1)

where at ≥ 0. Therefore
∑Mu

t=0 atg
−t
s

∏Mu

i=1 p−1
i is a posynomial [113].

We notice that the term Tr{H1Q
H
eqΘQeqH

H
1 + Iσ2

1}gs =
∑Mu

t=1 btptgs +

Mrσ
2
1gs, where bt ≥ 0. This is a posynomial. We also observe that

∑Mu

i=1 pi

is a posynomial. Therefore, the optimization has the structure of minimizing

a posynomial subject to posynomial upper bound inequality constraints. We

conclude that the optimization in (4.8) is a standard geometric program [113].
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C.2 An Iterative Algorithm for All-Pass Relay Design

By taking the transformation pt = log(p) and gt
s = log(gs), the problem

(4.8) can be transformed into the following convex optimization problem [113]

minpt,gt
s
Rb(p

t, gt
s)

s.t. log(
∑Mu

i=1 ept
i) ≤ log(Pt),

log(Tr{H1Q
H
eqΘ

tQeqH
H
1 + Iσ2

1}) + gt
s ≤ log(Pr) (C.2)

where Θt = diag{ept
1 , ..., ept

Mu}. This problem can be solved using interior

point methods. A standard procedure for solving this problem can be found

from [77]. We briefly describe the procedure here.

Using the logarithmic barrier function defined as

φ(pt, gt
s) = − log[log(Pt)− log(

Mu∑
i=1

ept
i)]

− log[− log(Tr{H1Q
H
eqΘ

tQeqH
H
1 + Iσ2

1})

− gt
s + log(Pr)]. (C.3)

With the barrier function, we solve an unconstrained optimization prob-

lem

min
pt,pt

s

−Rb(p
t, gt

s) +
1

t
φ(pt, gt

s) (C.4)

where t > 0. The problem can be solved by the steepest descent algorithm

with Armijo step size selection [77]. By increasing t, the optimizer to the

unconstrained convex optimization problem converges to the solution to the

constrained optimization problem [77]. Finally, the permutation that corre-

sponds to the maximum sum rate is selected.
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